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TECHNICAL PAPER
WORKING ON THE BOUNDARIES: PHILOSOPHIES AND PRACTICES
OF THE DESIGN PROCESS
I. INTRODUCTION
"There are three great sources of help to the designer. The first is practice, what has
been done already, in living organisms, or most often by other designers. The second is
principles, of design, derived by reflection or by abstraction from a wide knowledge of
practice or both. The last is the philosophy of design, which manifests itself as a single
strong thread of sometimes rather abstract reasoning running through certain designs,
usually having an apparent inevitability. It is rare, but perhaps should be more common;
certainly, it is difficult to explain, even with examples, but can be recognized." "Invention
and Evolution, Design in Nature and Engineering," by Michael French.1
The title "Working on the Boundaries" is borrowed from a Harvard business journal citing the
complex interfaces managers must face in our current culture, in not only dealing with international bound-
aries, but also with organizational boundaries and delegations. And so is the design process complex! The
design process interactions are seemingly endless: systems, subsystems, disciplines, techniques, tools,
facilities, training, etc. Their interfaces are compounded through a hierarchy of organizations, leadership,
specialists, customers, schedules, financing, etc. 2 3
It is recognized that each of these interfaces has been bounteously discussed and reported sepa-
rately and in combinations by numerous and excellent authors in a variety of industries and institutions.
However, this document is a result of special requests from several members of the aerospace community
for an overview of all major interaction and interface fundamentals experienced in the design process of
some of the largest aerospace projects.
The design process is a blend of classical procedures and evolving philosophical principles and
practices in the ever-changing and challenging environments of customer expectations, new technologies,
and constraining economics. An engineering product builds on those consistent and proven practices and
philosophies selected in the design process. This report endeavors to identify and illuminate a few recur-
ring design process principles published, experienced, and observed that lead to successful aerospace
products.
Basic to the design process is the overall understanding of the product's missions life-cycle and its
partitioning into manageable critical parts. Launch vehicle and spacecraft design and development exem-
plify the processes. Figure 1 depicts the design process decomposition into a hierarchy of systems, sub-
systems, and implied disciplines analysis and design tasks requiring clear definitions of interfaces and
requirements flowdowns. As depicted in the figure, the integrity of the system can only be determined
when the decomposition is reversed, combining the elements back into the system and determining its
integrated characteristics. The design of a launch vehicle, spacecraft, or satellite illustrates the application
of this process to a very complex aerospace product incorporating space unique design processes in com-
bination with many standards and innovative design techniques emerging from the aerospace and com-
mercial industries. The emphasis of the process is to ensure that the highly interactive element and compo-
nent products satisfy their mission role as a part of the space system through design criteria, interdis-
ciplines and interface performances robustness, and costs. Leadership, human skills, innovations, and
creativity that is brought to the process are the backbone of the design methodology.
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Figure 1. System design process.
Design of aerospace systems is much more challenging today due to global competition, shifting
design emphasis from performance to cost and operations. Total design must deal with at least six factors:
quality, operations, reliability, cost, performance, and usefulness. In other words, the customer's needs
must be understood and met, which may not be mutually exclusive; cost affects quality, quality affects
reliability, and so forth. Introduction of cost and operations into the process creates problems for designers
that they are not accustomed to dealing with, and often there are not many adequate metrics available for
making their judgments. The process of design is, therefore, a series of trades between conflicting
requirements imposed on a competitive product. The complexity of this interaction is depicted in figure 2
for a liquid propulsion system illustrating many of the tightly coupled interactions.
There is no black and white approach to the design process. In general, each organization must
develop its own approach that is most compatible with the end products. However, some general princi-
ples may be tailored to help develop the process. The overriding principle seen throughout the design pro-
cess in figure 1 is the dynamics of a systems focus, which must permeate the total process, becoming evi-
dent at each level of the design from the total hardware system to the smallest component, from concept to
operations, and from design to manufacturing. These dynamics require leadership, communications, inte-
gration, empowerment, and customer expectations. Results should be a low-cost, high-performance, reli-
able, robust, and operable product.
As the design process emphasis and flow are product specific, the presentation topics selections
and sequences are arbitrary to the design procedure. Topics were chosen for their common occurrence in
successful aerospace products, from many referenced texts and documents, and from authors' experi-
ences, investigations, studies, and general observations with some of NASA's largest carriers, payloads,
and facilities. Examples are biased in mechanics because of its dominance and phenomenal progression in
most aero products and because of the authors' roots in that discipline.
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Figure 2. Interacting design requirements.
General philosophies and criteria of the design process are discussed. Their influences are woven
through the various systems and disciplines analyses and interactions (fig. 2) throughout all design phases
of the systems engineering process, and particularly noted in the design cycle section. The design process
is briefly illustrated on experienced aerostructural systems with the expectation that the interested reader
may pursue the referenced documents. Many authors have greatly influenced design methods of which
Pye in "The Nature of Design, ''4 and Pugh in "Total Design ''5 are outstanding examples.
II. PHILOSOPHY
"Philosophy is the set of the sails and the rudder that determines the path and the
port (product). People are the prime resource that determines the set of the sails. Thus, the
philosophical statements implement the design process which in turn creates the product.
These philosophical statements start at the top governing the overall program, becoming the
navigational lights for the derived philosophies developed by each element, component,
design, and operations teams. The statements not only deal with the technical side, but they
encompass organizational life, manufacturing, and operations as well." Robert Ryan
A. Organizational Philosophy
The organizational culture (paradigm) determines the outcome of the product. Therefore, the
organizational philosophy must first deal with empowerment. Are decisions made only at top management
levels, or are they pushed to the lowest working levels, thus empowering people? If decisions occur at the
top, then hierarchy structures are set up in the general pattern of the past. Mintzberg 6 discusses the many
different forms of organizational structure and their underlying philosophy. Empowerment to the lowest
level is the most powerful. It opens opportunities to many innovative and creative designs that not only
release the potential to reduce management levels, but is a fertile bed for the use of teaming (section XI).
Organizational philosophy must also address growth patterns, education, future directions, etc.
B. Philosophy of Design
Prevalent today is a philosophical concept coming out of the Japanese quality movement which
emphasizes up-front penetration and costing. This concept tings out the system design and comprehends it
in order to reduce cost and problems downstream, thus building in product quality and reliability. The
quality lever shown in figure 3 illustrates this philosophy. The idea is to place the money and effort where
it has the greatest payoff. Early in a program, the payoff can be as high as l0 to 1. Later in development, it
is no better than 1 to 1. In operations and production phases, the leverage is negative, which creates large
cost factors. Implied is a change in the awards system that awards for problem prevention instead of
problem solutions.
Attached to this design philosophy is the concept selection philosophy. Pugh 5 states that the
approach of concept selection is most critical. The best engineering effort cannot totally right a poor con-
cept selection. An interesting example occurs in the Russia Energomash liquid rocket engine company
where a design is not started or a final concept is not selected until a thorough exploration program has
been completed. The design philosophy is to use physical models that are directed toward some perform-
ance or concept goal derived from current systems. These models are highly instrumented and are first
tested over a range of conditions, and are then tested to failure. Only when several of these models have
made it through the test program is the design of the new engine system started. Pugh's 5 philosophy
selects the concept of converging and diverging studies, which narrows, combines, expands, and narrows
again. The process continues until the combined concept selection converges to the best solution. As Pye 4
has so aptly said, "All designs are a compromise, you must take some of what you do not want to get what
you want." The essence of the design process is how one makes this compromise.
Another design philosophy has to do with the considerations of variations and unknowns and to
what extent they are considered. Is the design a deterministic or probabilistic statement? Also criteria are
fundamental to design, as well.the philosophy of cost and reliability. One very important design philoso-
phy is the role that failures play. Petroski expounded this philosophy in his book "Design Paradigms ''7
and states that the design process must consider indepth all potential failure modes. This is
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Figure 3. Quality lever.
true even when the new product is a moderate scaling up of a current successful system where the slightest
design change can introduce effects that lead to failure totally unexpected. Therefore, all designs must
consider all potential failures and their consequences. Is this objective best accomplished through failure
effects and modes analyses (FEMA) and critical items list (CIL) analysis? Inherent in failure avoidance
design is the redundancy philosophy. If a design has redundancy, is the design fail safe, fail operational,
fail safe, or fail operational, fail operational, fail safe? Undoubtedly many parts of a design cannot be made
fail safe and require more indepth considerations of failure drivers and margins. Most primary structures
fall into this design domain.
Fundamental to design philosophy are the philosophies that are really co-dependent; the philosophy
of sensitivities, and the philosophy of robust design (section VI). Sensitivity philosophies are in two cate-
gories: (1) the need to assess and quantify sensitivities of a system to parameter variations within specified
standard deviations, or to the extreme values; and (2) the philosophy of designing the control response of
the system to sensitivities (parameter uncertainties).
C. Design Tools
In this age of information explosion and implosion, the use of physical and analytical tools are
even more important than ever. The large amounts of design information must be collapsed or reduced to
symbols or top-level parameters for digestion, understanding, and communication. This process, how-
ever, means that detailed information is replaced by top-level symbols and parameters in order to effi-
ciently engineer projects. Two resulting philosophies are: (1) engineers must be well grounded in the fun-
damentals of their special discipline, continually thinking in terms of the detailed physics of the problem
(computer black-boxes can never replace this), and (2) engineers must thoroughly understand a wide
scope of available tools (physical, analytical, and computational), and they must further appreciate a tool's
potential application and modification into other disciplines. The process requires a constant verification of
the underlying assumptions, constraints, etc., in order not to improperly apply design tools; a major
5
problemamongcookbookengineersblindly usingtoolsand acceptingresults.This problemappliesto
analysis,computationtest,andmanufacturing.
D. Operations
Operational philosophy is integrated throughout the design process. Examples include shipping
parts and assembly at launch site, automatic checkout and health monitoring, robustness, or detailed
inspection. The decision of the operations philosophy has its greatest effect on design, cost, and reliability.
Robustness implies first understanding the sources and effects of sensitivities, and then designing to con-
trol or reduce the response to them. Robustness also implies designing away from the performance cliff
such that complex analyses and detailed inspections are not required, thereby reducing costs and opera-
tions.
The philosophy or role that manufacturing and operations play in the design process is reflected in
the quality and cost of the product. It is imperative that these elements be a fundamental part of the design
process so that the product can be built and operated successfully. In other words, do not design a new
product then pitch it over the fence and expect efficient manufacturing and operational design phases. Inte-
grate the knowledge of operations up front in the design process. Adjusting the design for operating at a
later date results in high cost, lower quality, and complex operations. Design for simplicity is a great
philosophy.
E. Verification
Verification philosophy is broad in scope and embodies both the development analysis and testing
and the final verification of each system and component. Because verification cuts across all disciplines,
system, subsystems, elements, components, and design data, philosophy can have many facets applicable
to each specific area. Elements of verification philosophy are not standard, but should at least address
testing and analysis.
Testing includes prototype versus protoflight, proof, off-nominal, failure modes, sensitivities,
analytical model variations, response characterizations, etc. The merits and demerits of each are well
documented and are not repeated here. However, every project or discipline must carefully consider all
design essentials and form applicable testing philosophies. Testing to failure identifies basic failure modes
and margins and is a very prudent philosophy. Additionally, it is very important to adopt the philosophy of
modeling the expected response prior to the test to guide the test design, instrumentation, monitoring, etc.,
and to correlate and correct the model using the test findings for future applications. This step is so funda-
mental and essential to the mission and to learning that it should never be compromised. Also, test
assumptions and boundary conditions must be constantly challenged and verified. The use of constancy
and similarity is a part of this philosophical statement.
Analysis includes the role and philosophy of analysis in the design and verification, and it estab-
lishes, not only the people resources required, but also the facilities, equipment, and software codes. With
the current capability of computers and engineering codes, reliance on computational engineering is
becoming a primary force in design, verification, and operations. The elements that must be dealt with are:
(1) accuracy, (2)penetrations, (3) role, (4) verification benchmark to other codes or to test, etc., and (5)
commercial or private specialized codes. For example, if one of the design goals is to minimize analysis,
then the design must be simple and robust enough to reduce the level of penetration required. Regardless
of the philosophy chosen, analysis is no better than the assumptions used and the data inputted. Assump-
tions must, therefore, be constantly challenged and evaluated. The following is a quote from an unidenti-
fied publication, yet the basic philosophy is profound.
"The essence of modeling as we see it, is that one begins with a nontrivial work
problem about the world around us. We then grapple with the not always obvious problem
of how it can be posed as a mathematical question. Emphasis is on the evolution of a
6
roughly conceived idea into a more abstract but manageable form in which inessentials have
been eliminated. One of the lessons learned is that there is no best model, only better ones.
The model is only a suggestive metaphor, a fiction about the messy and unwieldy
observations of the real world. In order for it to be persuasive, to convey a sense of credi-
bility, it is important that it not be too complicated and that the assumptions that are made be
clearly in evidence. In short, the model must be simple, transparent, and verifiable. We
have allowed ourselves to be guided by these precepts in choosing the examples."
Input data fall under the same sensitivity. The classical cartoon in figure 4 illustrates the concept.
Figure 4. "So that decimal point was a fly speck."
There are many other philosophical statements in the design process. For example, what is the role
of cost, operations, and performance? If the philosophy is performance driven, then in all likelihood cost
will increase and operations will become more complex. Conversely, if the philosophy is operations, and
is cost driven, then performance can suffer. It is important to understand that once a philosophy is chosen,
then the task becomes one of identifying all the drivers that influence it.
Another needed task is fracture control. Is it ignored or a fundamental part of design? Fracture
control drives not only design, but manufacturing quality and operations (maintenance). Also thermal pro-
tection system (TPS) design is a major part of any space vehicle design. Is it passive or active, part of the
basic structure or added? Control is another fundamental task. If the design is a launch vehicle, should it
be stabilized aerodynamically (fins, etc.), or stabilized through active control? The same type of question
follows for control load relief. In this case, induced additional failure modes are traded for structural
weight.
Many other tasks require philosophical statements. Many are derived from top-level philosophies.
Each program must list the tasks, then define the philosophies. Eventually, philosophies may be captured
as requirements. It should be pointed out, however, that some philosophies cannot be defined up front,
but must evolve as the development phase unfolds and become derived requirements.
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III. ROLE OF CRITERIA IN DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT
"Optimal performance needs administration for order and consistency (formal), and
leadership (informal) so as to mitigate the efforts of administration on initiative and creativ-
ity and to build team effort to give these qualities extraordinary encouragement. The result,
then, is a tension between order and consistency on the one hand and initiative and creativ-
ity and team effort on the other. The problem is to keep this tension at a healthy level that
has an optimizing effect." "Servant Leadership," by Robert K. Greenleaf.
A. Criteria: Definition and Scope
The design, verification, and operation of space systems are extremely challenging, emphasizing
on one side, manned flight safety, on the other long duration spacecraft, many with very stringent pointing
accuracy or other specific requirements. 8 Requirements specifications and standards must be developed to
accomplish these many faceted programs that technologically push the state-of-the-art in all aspects of the
project. In general, these vehicles and spacecrafts are one-time or limited items driving toward unique
craftsmanship versus routine design and manufacturing, which greatly complicates the design process.
The philosophy, definitions, and scope of these technical legally binding requirements significantly
influence quality products.
A companion set of documents, designated "guidelines," that provides the lessons learned is very
important to project development, but is not legally binding. Figure 5 is an attempt to flow down these two
different types of criteria essential to project design and operation. (Note: the term "criteria" designates the
combined set of formal requirements and informal guidelines. Sometimes the term is used in a more
narrow sense to mean "discipline requirements," but is used here in the broader sense.) The left-hand side
of the figure encompasses all the legally binding requirements (what's), while the right-hand side shows
the nonlegally binding information (how's). The legal requirements separate initially into three categories.
First is performance requirements (mission peculiar). They are the "what's" that spell out such things as
manned, unmanned, reliability, payload, orbits, mission profiles, lifetime, reusability, etc. Performance
requirements drive the configuration selection, size, thrust, etc. The second set is classified as design
requirements. Design requirements have two categories, standards (industry approved hardware or pro-
cesses) and discipline requirements that include special processes, margins (stability, safety factors),
redundancy, fracture control, and response limits. The third group of requirements are normally called
derived requirements. These are the requirements that evolve during design and operations that are neces-
sary for the system to meet the performance requirements. Load relief control is one example of this
group. All these requirements are flowed down into the contract controlling documents: contract end items
(CEI's), interface control documents (ICD's), data requirements documents (DRD' s), certificate of qualifi-
cations (COQ's), and verification requirements. Because the final product must meet all legal require-
ments, they must be verifiable. Requirements become the basis for the design reviews (audits) and opera-
tions.
The right-hand side contains all the lessons-learned documentation that contains technology, data
bases, handbooks, procedures, tools, etc., that greatly enhance communication and knowledge transfer,
which is so important to space project success. These informational documents are not legally binding, but
serve as guidelines.
Legally binding criteria are therefore defined as the requirements governing the design, verifica-
tion, and operation of a project. Programmatically, the system must meet these requirements or a waiver is
required for acceptance. Figure 6 shows this approach and how the requirements are not only used to steer
the design, but become the standard governing the project verification and acceptance. During verification,
the product must be shown to meet or exceed these requirements.
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Legal requirements must be simple, unambiguous, concise, and direct, providing order to the
engineering process; but not overpowering to where the requirements stifle creativity and remove respon-
sibility. The balance between legal requirements (formal organizational structure) and creativity (informal
organizational structure and leadership) is probably the most challenging task engineering faces. Legal all-
encompassing requirements produce order but, if excessive, remove responsibility, kill innovation,
suppress opportunity to find the best solution, and stifle creativity.
The model developed has a sharp line of demarcation between legally binding requirements and
informal guidelines, providing the basis for the healthy-level tension that optimizes. Greenleaf 9 stated the
case well in emphasizing the creation of teamwork. Teamwork is the method for insuring the quality prod-
uct. It is mandatory that government and industry, project, and engineering work as a team. If any group
becomes the priest (the judge) excessively binding the others in a legal manner, the team effort is destroyed
along with creativity. Space engineering is always pushing the edge of technology, requiring the optimum
development of creativity in order to meet the combined performance, risks, and cost goals. Hence, a
constant awareness and struggle is required to balance between the legal requirements and creativity
(informal) of the individual. This task is one of the highest priority tasks. Requirements and standards are
needed for all facets of the project. They start with the general performance requirements and evolve to
include management, finances, all design disciplines, manufacturing, operations, and maintenance. In
summary, they tell the "what" and the "when" of the project, defining what the customer desires, while the
informal ensures communication and information transfer without repeating the mistakes of the past.
The content, structure, and philosophy of criteria have far-reaching influences on the evolution and
success of the project. It is easily recognized that design parameters, margins and robustness, are directly
affected by the criteria imposed. Less apparent is the pervasive effect that criteria have on the relationships,
teamwork, balance, and management within the project framework.
Criteria quite naturally set the technical design point--the balance between performance, reliability,
and operability. Furthermore, beyond directing the technical evolution of a design, the philosophy and
content of the criteria used can enhance or retard the nature of the relationships among the engineering and
project manpower elements.
Also, the tone of contractor-customer relationships can be greatly influenced by the method in
which the criteria are deployed; ranging from an at arms-length adversarial relationship to that of a coop-
erative, teaming effort. Discussions of these influences are given in subsequent sections.
B. Misuses of Criteria
Requirements can be misused in several ways. In one extreme, they are so loose and ill-defined
that they do not provide order to the process. In the other extreme, they are too restrictive, specifying not
only the necessary requirements, but including procedures, guidelines, codes, and many times, undue
constraints such as geometric, mass, cost, and schedule. In the first case, there are no order or standards,
hence the product has no form, may become very costly, and may not meet the customer's needs. The
over-specified case also results in a costly product that ends up compromising the customer's performance
goals because proper trades cannot be accomplished and the system optimized. Features not accounted for
in the design must be covered in maintenance and operations. This not only increases the cost and com-
plexity, but generally increases operations turnaround time as well.
Although the space shuttle exemplifies many correct uses of criteria becoming the world's greatest
space system, it is also a prime example of constraints misused. The complexity and cost exceeded all
predictions along with some performance compromises. The performance requirements, manned, reuse,
etc., in conjunction with early geometric, weight, and cost constraints drove the design to very high
derived performance requirements. For example: 55-mission life, 109-percent engine thrust, etc., dictated
high-performance structures (welded, light weight), high-energy concentration, and the like. The result is
a very costly maintenance and operations system. Inspections are numerous, as well as the hardware
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change-out,and the refurbishmentrequiredto maintainsafetyis immense.In other words, the space
shuttleevolvedinto aperformance-driveninsteadof acost-drivendesign,whichresultedin costly main-
tenanceandoperationsin orderto maintainreliabilityandsafety.
An everpresenttrap in usingcriteria is thedependenceon criteria to accomplisha gooddesign
while relaxingsoundengineeringpractice.In thefinal analysis,skilledpersonnelapplyinggoodengineer-
ing thoughtsandpracticesaretherootsof qualityproducts.This isespeciallytrue in theaerospaceindus-
try wheretechnologyispushingstate-of-the-art,requiringinnovationandcreativityof thehighestorder.
C. Proper Use of Criteria
Pugh, in his book "Total Design," speaks of the role of the product design specifications (PDS),
which corresponds to the "specifications" block of figure 5. He says that "the PDS is the mantle envelop-
ing the whole design core activity. It is the document or documents that unambiguously delineate all the
legally binding requirements. It is dynamic rather than static. It is an evolutionary, comprehensively writ-
ten document which, upon completion of the design activity, has itself evolved to match the characteristics
of the final product. It (PDS) must be comprehensive and unambiguous, otherwise the designer will fill in
the gaps based on feeling and experience." Pugh further states that, "at the end of the design activity, the
product must be in balance with the PDS. It sets the design in context, representing as it does a compre-
hensive set of constraints that are always in a unique combination."
Criteria then are of two types. First and foremost, as Pugh says, it is the legally binding mantle
developed to make the product conform to the customer's needs and good engineering practices. The
second set is not legally binding. The "informal" (guidelines) are used to properly evaluate the trades for
concept selection and, during detailed design, drives out the formally derived requirements. They are very
important because these criteria become the standards against which decisions are made and guide the
design, etc., by providing the lessons learned, handbooks, and other communications gathered through
practical engineering and past space programs.
All organizations use criteria in these two roles; however, as was discussed above, many times
criteria are misused, creating problems. If criteria can be misused, then the question that arises is: What is
the proper role and use of criteria? Criteria must provide the balance between order and control and free-
dom to draw out creativity and innovation (fig. 7).
CONSISTENCY
ORDER
CONTROL
RESPONSIBILITY
CREATIVITY
INNOVATION
Figure 7. The balancing act.
In accomplishing this task, criteria must also balance the product optimally between performance,
cost, and reliability. Criteria must be derived and selected for each while maintaining political viability,
also a balancing act. Space vehicles, by definition, are always performance-critical and performance can
overdrive the product. Great care must be exercised to develop a balanced set of criteria in these areas.
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The most optimum product is determined by conducting proper trades between the potential con-
figuration concepts (for example, liquid versus solid propellants), materials potentials (steel versus
aluminum versus composites, etc.) and the manufacturing/fabrication possibilities (casting, extruding,
etc.). This relationship must be considered simultaneously requiring properly defined, balanced criteria
jointly derived by all disciplines involved (fig. 8).
Figure 8. Triangle of product design.
On the surface, it appears that these diverse areas can be treated separately. However this is not the
case. In fact, these areas are highly interactive, often in a contradictory way. They must be balanced
together properly to produce the appropriate product (fig. 9).
MATERIALS MANUFACTURE
FABRICATE
PRODUCT
I REQUIREMENTS I
CONCEPTS
I CRITERIA
OPS
COST
PROGRAM
RELIABILITY
Figure 9. Proper use of criteria.
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When considered in this manner, proper use of criteria performs many functions:
1. Management tool
2. Sets the design boundaries
3. Sets the verification limits
4. Enhances communication and technology transfer
5. Controls the design optimization, trades, and concept selection
6. Sets operational constraints and procedures.
In order to properly perform these functions, criteria must cover all aspects of the product. Criteria
includes, but is not limited to:
Performance
Environments
Maintenance
Transportation
Manufacturing
Assembly
Size, weight
Materials
Finish
Cost.
Shelf life/storage
Service life
Standards
Processing
Testing/verification
Documentation
Operations
Reliability/availability
Schedule
The management approach must be consistent with the criteria. The criteria controls the product
design, thus management must provide the framework and business control within which the design
operates, providing resources, common objectives, understanding, and project direction. Managers are
responsible for organizing and planning design reviews, operational plans, etc. The next subsection will
deal with the philosophy and approach for the management concept.
D. Project Management as Influenced by Criteria
The management approach for a space project can be reflected in, or can be a reflection of, the
philosophy adopted in establishing its criteria. The content of criteria and the methods used in their devel-
opment can set the tone for relationships among the various parties involved: project management,
engineering, and business management on both sides of the customer-contractor interface.
Excessive criteria, which over-specify the "how-to's," not only short-circuit creativity in the
attempt to arrive at the best design, but can also drive a wedge between engineering and project manage-
ment groups. Over specification results in excessive waiver and traffic deviation, and leads to "lawyering"
versus good engineering. Under specification, while less common, is likewise to be avoided to preclude
major downstream shortfalls. The proper balance of criteria enhances a healthy and productive relationship
between engineering and project management.
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If criteria are developed unilaterally and are imposed arbitrarily on the contractor, the two parties
are set at odds from the beginning. In its extreme form, this arbitrariness encourages an adversarial
customer-contractor relationship. At best, it promulgates a "throw-it-over-the-fence" approach, where
problems are not addressed as a team, but wait on the formulation of a design review or other major legal
milestone.
A much more proactive approach is to make criteria development a joint effort between contractor
and customer. In this effort, both parties work together to tailor the specifications to the needs of the par-
ticular project with a goal of achieving the ideal balance of control and innovation described earlier. The
joint effort produces joint ownership of the criteria and lays the groundwork for teamwork and communi-
cation. This relationship leads to a proactive approach to project evolution, with early problem identifica-
tion and resolution. Teamwork brings all available resources to bear toward successful project maturity.
A healthy teamwork environment is not without disagreement and tension. Rather, tension is to be
expected because of the different emphasis and subgoals of each participant. When all parties are com-
municating and working toward the overall objective, there is room for disagreement. One must draw a
distinction between creative and destructive tensions. A tension exists between the subgoals of perfor-
mance, reliability, cost, and schedule. If openly recognized, communicated, and dealt with in a teamwork
environment, this tension can be creative tension, which in fact directs the evolving design to its ideal
balancing point. Likewise, tension is natural between engineering and project management, or between
customer and contractor. Dealing with these natural tensions in a teamwork approach can provide the
creative balance to direct the evolving project to its ideal operating point.
E. Proper Development of Criteria
Proper development of criteria is based on two fundamental concepts: (1) breadth, which covers all
necessary areas, and (2) minimum, to produce the optimum design. This subsection will deal with the
breadth question while section VI will deal with ways of achieving the minimum required set.
1. Performance Requirements. The performance requirements identify how a product is to func-
tion. Since the origin of the basic performance requirements is the customer, the performance demanded
should be defined. Space systems have many performance requirements, most of which are unique to that
particular system such as aperture and pointing accuracy for a telescope, payload size and weight to speci-
fied orbits, manned or unmanned, cost, reliability, reuse (how many times), operational turnaround, to
name a few. Quality function deployment (QFD) is an excellent tool for developing and flowing these
requirements down throughout the project.
These requirements are very critical to the design because they determine what is to be done.
Overly tight requirements may drive the economics of the system out of the range of affordability. Yet, if
the requirements are necessary to accomplish the job, then technology must be considered as well as cost.
Space projects as a rule require the extension of some technology to meet the performance requirements. A
general applicable rule is: do not start a project that requires the development of more than one major tech-
nology.
2. Derived Requirements. In the process of concept selection and detail design, performance
requirements or criteria dictate additional requirements necessary to meet the project's goals. These are
commonly called derived requirements because they occur as the project evolves. Examples include launch
vehicle load relief control trades between structural weight, performance loss, and cost, and the Pogo sup-
pression system that stabilizes the vehicle from launch propulsion structural dynamics coupling. The list
goes ad infinitum and evolves from all design disciplines such as manufacturing, transportation, assembly,
and operations.
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Derived requirementsare, therefore,mandatoryfor the productsuccess;however,they should
includeonly thosethat aremandatory;notniceto have,overly complex,or of apatchworkquilt design.
Derivedrequirementsshouldevolveto bea coherentpartof thedesign.In otherwords,theymustbuy
theirway in. Greatcaremustbe takenin properlytesting,evaluating,andbaseliningtheserequirements.
Oncebaselined,derivedrequirementsmustbedesignedandverifiedasall othersubsystemandcomponent
requirements.
3. Design Requirements. Design requirements fall into two basic categories: (1) the standards, and
(2) discipline requirements. They are the controlling factors in the design.
Design requirements spell out, in unambiguous terms, the margins in all disciplines (safety factor,
lifetime, performance, etc.), the process controls, environments, documentation, and probability required
to produce an acceptable product. They flow down into the documents such as ICD's, CEI's, etc. Pugh
states that design requirements detail the performance demanded or likely to be demanded and should fully
define all aspects of design. Design requirements not only play the role of providing the standards by
which the product is verified and operated, but they also serve as a management tool. Performance, in this
case, is not just how fast, how slow, or how much, but includes all the specifications for the product,
including but not limited to, verification, testing, environments, margins, life, maintenance, transportation,
manufacturing, assembling, materials, and reliability. In summary, design requirements function in two
roles: (1) a management tool and (2) legal controls for the design boundaries. As stated earlier, design
requirements bring order to the process without killing creativity, and ensure that the product achieves the
goals assigned it.
4. "What' s" Versus "How-To's," Lessons Learned, Guidelines. The "what's" spell out the neces-
sary conditions that must be met in a design, such as how long, when, speed, cleanliness, environments,
etc. These are in general mandatory and legal, setting the basics for a design. Good design dictates that a
comprehensive set of "what's" be established and adhered to. As was stated earlier, these "what' s" should
be binding on the project and enforced by the management.
"How-to's" are the history, the lessons learned, technology, and procedures. Generally, the "how-
to's" are not a part of the contractually binding requirements; however, they serve a very useful purpose
both to enhance communication and document good things to do. Their influence is not to be discounted,
in that "how-to's" are a voluminous source of information that has a profound influence on the project
design cycle. There are some cases when the "how-to's" are so overriding that they must become a part of
the contractual requirements. The sources of these lessons are contained in handbooks, technical papers
and reports, monographs, and--more importantly--in the experience base of the individuals making up
the organization.
F. Restructuring Criteria to Full Potential
Requirements and guidelines are the foundation for good products. It is imperative that the
requirements (legally binding) particularly be derived in a meticulous and thorough manner. Require-
ments/criteria not only control the design but, in the end, become the specification for the product, provid-
ing the basis for operations (use). This dictates that requirements must be verifiable. A good design is a
rule-based design. The prime question is, how is this correct set of criteria developed?
Clearly, the derivation of requirements must be based on lessons learned, standards, project man-
agement approach, performance requirements, and technical requirements. It must cut across all areas of
design and operation concerns for all disciplines involved in the project. Consideration should be given to
FMEA' s, robustness, redundancy, margins, cost, and schedules.
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Further,requirements/criteriadefinition shouldbeaproductof joint effort betweenthecustomer
andthecontractor.Pughdevotesonechapterin "Total Design"to thederivationof thePDS,recognizing
theimportanceof criteria.Requirementsareusuallywritten to includeguidelines,procedures,andimple-
mentationschemes.Thisapproachis notcorrect.Requirementshouldbeveryconciseandspecificwith-
outjustification or guidelines,andshouldbebasedonsoundengineeringunderstanding.However,there
is aneedfor guidelines,procedures,andimplementationschemesincludingengineeringequations,com-
putercodes,instrumentationplans,testapproaches,etc.These"how-to's" shouldbeproducedasseparate
documentsandnotaspartof therequirements.
Thus,all criteriamustbebasedonbasicprinciplesandtools,usingteamworkof governmentand
contractors,beinga projectthathastruejoint ownership,andutilizing soundsystemsengineering,concur-
rentengineering,andcontinuousprocessimprovement.All areasfrom materials,conceptselection,fabri-
cation,to operationsmustbeapproachedin thisevolutionarymanner.Therole of criteriais thento provide
order to the processwithout stifling creativity andinnovation--the main ingredientof spacesystem
design.Criteria developedin this mannershouldsatisfy all the pervasiveinfluences,without binding
creativity, to producetheorderrequiredto achievea low-cost,qualityproduct.As importantascriteria
(requirements)are,it shouldbewarnedthatthereis alsoabalancingof criteriaandgooddesignengineer-
ing.Thebestcriteria without soundengineeringproducespoorproducts,asdoessoundengineeringwith
poorcriteria.Spaceproductdesignis amultifacetedprocessthatrequiresgreatskill in balancingbetween
them.Criterion is only onefacetof designengineeringandmustnot exist in a vacuum,but considerall
dimensionsof theproduct.
IV. SYSTEMS GUIDELINES
"It is only when we understand (or feel we understand) a system in depth, when
our model is extremely adequate, that we can sometimes grant ourselves the luxury of con-
fusing the model with the modeled system. This is precisely what we require from a good
theory, that it allows us to replace the system with the model, so that we can theorize rather
than experiment." "The Philosophy Behind Physics," edited by Luis Ocla Pena and Peter
Hodgson.
This section applies modern quality management principles to a conventional systems design
analysis process 10 I1 to provide least life-cycle cost, efficient operability, and high reliability designs.
Suggested quality techniques include Steward's systems information flow matrix method, quality leverage
principle, quality through robustness and function deployment, Pareto's principle, Pugh's selection and
enhancement criteria, and other design process procedures. Quality performance at least-cost can be
realized through the systems engineering process, competent concurrent engineering teams and the bril-
liance of their technical leadership. The systems design process develops options to satisfy firm user
requirements and progresses down to component design for low-cost quality performance, manufacturing
and operations. This section briefly identifies applications of a total vehicle system design, while the load
cycle (section XII) primarily discusses in more detail the design process of structural systems.
A. Systems Design Process
Design is conceived of a demand for a product that performs a need---easily, reliably, and afford-
ably. From this concise premise evolve design processes and analytical techniques to translate demands
into engineering requirements and solutions. The systems design process provides an orderly transforma-
tion of payload objectives into a detailed vehicle systems design through three continuous and correlated
phases in the systems engineering process: 12 ]3 concept, definition, and design (fig. 10).
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Figure 10. Systems design process.
A total system decomposes into tiers of systems, elements, and components throughout these
phases. Each tier decomposes further into design parameter tasks that expand and interact with systems,
elements, or components in each respective tier. Tasks identify design parameter requirements, develop
design options to satisfy requirements, perform tradeoffs, and formulate criteria to select the best option
leading to final design, specifications, and plans of systems, elements, and components. The focus in the
process is to discover where and how total quality management (TQM) techniques 14 may be adapted in a
vehicle configuration design analysis, and extend the similar techniques to vehicle systems, elements, and
components. For brevity, only one application of each technique will be identified and discussed in the
design process.
B. Systems Concept Phase
In designing launch vehicles, the concept phase is a first-order development of payload require-
ments and vehicle systems options to satisfy these requirements. The concept phase also represents the
greatest quality leverage, 15 as previously discussed in section II. In the scale of quality leverage, the
earlier the control of critical requirements, the more timely and efficient are the solutions and modifications
(fig. 4). The more congruously and completely the options are analyzed, the more effective and successful
are the concept selection and development. A missed superior option or poorly selected concept results in
costly back-tracking or in remedial technology bottlenecks.
C. Payload Requirements
Because the front-end phase is so crucial to converging on a successful minimum cost program,
the user needs must be thoroughly researched, understood, and evaluated. Sometimes designers' concepts
that are technically brilliant are at variance with market needs. Many methods exist for evaluating user
needs leading to solutions. Flugel's conversion steps 16 provide understanding and help to differentiate
between users' true demands and other quality requirements. User demands are defined into potential
payload packages by commonality of orbital altitude, inclination, and insertion requirements, and by
weight, size, shape, maximum ascent acceleration, readiness, and missions traffic. The QFD method 17 is a
team effort using flow matrices to convert user demands into standard payload package sizes and
characteristics.
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Figure 11 is a basic matrix format used to make more orderly and visible the behavior of parts as a
function of the behavior of other parts in a system. Applied to QFD, payload demands are decomposed
into rows of "what" functions to be satisfied. "How" and "how much" columns represent independent
payload package accommodations. "How much" a payload demand is satisfied in a given package may be
traded across the rows to reduce and optimize the number of payload packages. Extra columns may be
added to compare the findings with delivery competition.
MUCH
Figure 1 1. QFD process.
Payload requirements further define mission, schedule, and launch readiness reliabilities, which
translate into cost to the customer. Also, reliability of delivery success is directly related to insurance cost.
Slipping a delivery schedule may deny the experimenter an observation opportunity, which degrades the
effectiveness of the experiment and increases the cost of personnel staffs, inventory, and storage to the
user. Delaying launch countdown may degrade biological experiments and may require refurbishment.
Innovations to reduce the time and cost of integration and inspection reviews of payloads, and
simplifying vehicle mission planning and preparations are invaluable marketing assets. For example, inte-
grating experiments into a family of containers, or shrouds, independent of the launch vehicle site and
finally stacking the containers on a ready-to-go vehicle provide a quick change-out capability to the pay-
load. The concept reduces the launch vehicle integration time, which decreases the operational turnaround
time.
D. Vehicle Concepts
Payload package requirements that drive vehicle systems requirements include payload sizes, mass
characteristics, reliabilities, and orbit insertion conditions. By assuming a common reference low-Earth
orbit (LEO) and a standard ascent trajectory, performances of a wide variety of launch vehicle concepts
delivering the total set of payload packages may be evaluated. Payloads may be accommodated by a com-
mon vehicle or through evolutions of a core vehicle. Core vehicle concepts are developed in three steps
(loops), each successive step generating more design parameters and tasks, introducing new vehicle sys-
tems and elements, and providing more information and interactions.
The first step combines propellant systems and staging schemes into a wide variety of vehicle con-
cepts to satisfy payload delivery energy requirements. The difference between LEO injection velocity and
the Earth launch site velocity establishes the propulsion energy, delta velocity (DV), that the vehicle must
provide the payload to achieve LEO. The vehicle model assumes a point mass and a kick-impulse method
with various staging schemes, mass fractions, andpropulsion specific impulses (Isp) as a function of the
required DV. Each assumed value is a source of iteration that interacts with other design parameters and
must converge through the design process. Providing generous sacrificial margins to each initial assump-
tion will reduce the iterations of product performance design with increasing system demands.
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The propulsion system selection is the most critical driver of vehicle performance, size, and relia-
bility, and it dominates the development, manufacturing, and recurring operational costs. Choices of
propulsion systems and staging options include hydrocarbon, hydrogen, solid fuels, and combinations in
a single or more stages burning in parallel or in series. Vehicle stages may be reusable or expendable.
Variations in each of these options provide a wide spectrum of propulsion Isp, propellant-to-payload mass
ratios, and combinations producing many vehicle concepts. A matrix format of figure 12 may provide the
visibility of the combinations with each "how" column defining an independent vehicle.
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Figure 12. Propulsion system selection options.
While concepts are generated by individuals, best selection and enhancement are accomplished by
concurrent engineering teams. Concurrent, or simultaneous engineering is a team composed of all essential
disciplines involved in the analysis and selection of design concept, materials, manufacturing, processes,
and major operations. It is the focus and integration of related design disciplines, knowledge, and experi-
ences drafted into mixed team assignments. Concurrent engineering develops selection criteria to assure
quality performance, reliability, and operations at low life-cycle costs.
Of the many available option selection techniques, one suggested by Pugh compares one option
with another and enhances it in the process. The technique uses a simplified matrix of criteria versus
options for complete visibility and scoring. It uses one option as a datum to compare all other options,
with a "plus" or "minus" compliance with selection criteria. All evaluated concepts are then reviewed for
possibly modifying them to pass the criteria. Weak options are eliminated until one strong concept
persists.
User requirements and their accommodations represent one side of the balance; cost to implement
them represents the other. Designers have a unique responsibility to minimize overruns by completing
design analyses at each design phase, controlling requirements buildup through all design phases, reduc-
ing sources of engineering bottlenecks, and managing costs through models based on historical cost fac-
tors. Weight is a design parameter routinely calculated and available through most of the design process.
Weight may be correlated to size and performance and is the most often used metric to estimate cost.18
Thrust, power, and flow rates also characterize size and performance of specific systems that may be
related to systems cost. Facility costs are related to space and equipment. Cost varies inversely with pro-
duction quantities. Complexities directly increase cost. Advancing state-of-the-art increases the costs of
learning new phenomena, potential bottlenecking, and new facilities. Cost models change with time
because of inflation and technology improvements, and they are scaled accordingly. Cost factors are diffi-
cult to quantify in the earliest phase, but become increasingly more definable with each subsequent phase.
Though cost estimates based on system similarity are often sufficient for a concept phase, costing in the
final design phase begins with the lowest component and accrues to assembly level.
The second step assumes a vehicle stick model for each selected concept, having lumped masses,
point thrust, and an aerodynamic envelope ascending through a standard trajectory and worst case space
environments. Using figure 11, vehicle systems are distinguished by the "how" columns as flight,
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propulsion, structures, avionics, and facility systems. These systems may be orderly decomposed into
interacting design parameters and listed as "what" parameters. The matrix intersection of the "how" system
and the "what" design parameter identifies tasks. Narratives address "how much" requirements, solution
options, cost analyses, operations scenarios, and criteria and rationale for selection. Each "how" column
defines a vehicle system.
As systems decompose into more design parameters, their interactions across the systems are
visible, as shown figure 13. However, parameter interaction within each system and their feedback flow
and order of analysis become more difficult. Steward 19 developed a method for managing the interaction
of tasks and the information flow in a system. The decomposed tasks are listed and numbered in the order
in which they must be completed before the next task may begin. Predecessors of each task are listed in
two adjacent columns. In one column are the sensitive predecessors whose estimated errors cause large
effects on the tasks that follow, and the second column lists insensitive predecessors. This same informa-
tion is charted into a precedence matrix with rows and columns numbered by tasks. Tasks are then
reordered in the sequence in which they are to be accomplished through a procedure of partitioning and
tiering. The process can be computerized and the matrix further developed into change control and verifi-
cation tools.
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Figure 13. Vehicle parameters and interacting systems matrix.
Stick model configurations are derived and constrained by systems interactions/boundaries.
Propellant tank diameters are restrained by logistics, payload size, or first stage engine arrangements, but
are otherwise optimized for minimum inert weight. Stage lengths are approximated from propellant
mixture ratio, volumes, and diameters. Total vehicle length is estimated from stage stacking arrangements
and payload sizes. Masses are lumped at stage centers of gravity. The vehicle envelope is modeled with
cones and cylinders to estimate aerodynamic drag and center-of-pressure. The total lift-off thrust is
determined from the total vehicle weight and an assumed lift-off ratio acceleration to control launch pad
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clearance during ground wind disturbances. The final stage thrust is limited by the payload maximum
ascent acceleration requirement. The most critical single driver is the propellant system selection, which
sizes major structural components and defines overall vehicle configurations, facilities, and operations.
The engine is the single most expensive element to manufacture and operate. This step concludes with
upgraded requirements and selection of third step candidates through criteria formulated by concurrent
engineering using QFD techniques.
This third and final concept step iterates and upgrades all vehicle systems and elements of selected
concepts based on step two upgraded requirements and interactions leading to one or two candidates for
the definition phase. Ascent DV losses are converted to propellant masses, and tanks are resized and
arranged to optimize load paths. Stage configurations and weights are refined through limited structural
analysis. Vehicle control laws are incorporated into standard trajectories to define loads and thrust vector
rates. Dynamic load drivers, such as structural interfaces, attachments, and stiffness at load concentration
points, are identified and optimized. Engine sizes are estimated from numbers required to satisfy lift-off
thrust and acceleration. Arrangements and base heating are addressed. Engine out and throttling require-
ments are also considered. Preliminary wind tunnel results are incorporated into aerodynamic, aeroheating,
and thermal protection concepts in the final performance iteration. Vehicle systems and elements are
detailed to a level appropriate for identifying operational facilities and life-cycle costing.
E. Systems Definition Phase
The definition phase is a continued development of selected vehicle concept systems and elements
through the progressive decomposition of the elements into components and design parameters. Tasks are
identified and flowed through figure 13 matrices and Steward's techniques as before. Tasks suggest
requirements that generate solution options, tradeoffs, and selections, using similar TQM and QFD
methods addressed in the concept phase. Requirements defined in this phase are documented as specifica-
tions that must be verified by final analyses and preliminary tests. Concurrent engineering is expanded to
recognize interacting issues and develop criteria, in all design disciplines, with increased awareness on
operations, reliability, and costs.
Operations and associated facilities are the most often underestimated accommodations. 2° Design
schemes and scenarios to reduce recurring operations costs should be traded, firmly established, and
incorporated into vehicle systems, elements, and components in this phase. Reliability of vehicle
performance and of ground and flight operations is cost correlated. It costs to increase reliability, but
marginal failures cost even more. Pareto's principle 21 is an effective approach to improve reliability at least
cost. Pareto observed that 20 percent of parameters cause 80 percent of the results. The top 20 percent
most significant parameters may be identified through histograms of their relative sensitivities to the ideal
expectation and risk.
Among the many tradeoffs performed in this phase, liquid propulsion system simplicity and
robustness are the premier challenges. Increasing the engine size will reduce the number of engines per
stage and reduce the complexity of integrating multiple units, all of which increase reliability and reduce
operations costs. High Isp and thrust-to-weight ratio are primary considerations for reusable engines.
Moderate margins and high manufacturing costs are traded with low operating cost and durability.
Expendable engines trade large design margins to provide high reliability and low manufacturing costs.
Structural elements must accommodate all propellant and pressurant gas requirements. Additional
tank volume is required for propellant consumed during engine startup before launch release, for residual
fuel bias to avoid depletion before the oxidizer, and for minimum pump head required to prevent pump
cavitation. Tank pressure trades the heat exchanger energy increase required to increase the pressurant
flow rate and pressure with the benefit of increased pump suction head. Increased pressurant increases
residual weights.
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The avionics system consists of electronic devices, instruments, and software that sense and affect
guidance, navigation, controls, communications, and monitoring. Monitoring should include engine
startup, shutdown, thrust, thrust vector control, propellant and pressurant management, and thrust valve
controls. Health monitoring checks temperatures, pressures, accelerations, and electrical services. Selec-
tions should consider performance, reliability, labor, and operations improvements and costs. Standard
interfaces, hardware, and software reduce operations costs.
Facilities and vehicle systems interactions and tradeoffs are mission-specific and include special
handling equipment, hazardous materials treatment, seal and connection leakage prevention and testing,
robustness, and automation.
The definition phase should provide complete sets of preliminary design definitions of launch
vehicle systems and interfaces, elements of each vehicle system and interfaces, components, and schemes
for payload and stage attachments and separations. Definition sets should show positive margins in per-
formance, weights, costs, and systems preliminary test results. This phase should include natural and cal-
culated induced environments, systems tradeoffs and rationale, and systems and elements electronic
mockups. It should project cost estimates to develop and maintain major supporting technologies, skills,
facilities, inventories, logistics, special handling equipment, data links, operations scenarios, etc.
Preliminary design definition should include centrally stored electronic layout drawings and speci-
fications, and standard references. Specifications are legally binding and are the basis for managing per-
formance, reliability, schedules, and costs. The balance between legal documents and creativity is an
implied objective of the design process. Standard documents should be condensed and tailored uniquely
for each specific program, and not left to contractors to legalistically interpret applicability which often
results in undue protectionist conservatism as discussed in section III.
F. Design Phase
The design phase is the final system analysis phase and the most comprehensive. It is also the low-
est in design quality leverage and most consequential. The analysis must penetrate all final component
designs for compliance with all tiers of specifications and requirements, and must assess and assure that all
integration conflicts and issues are identified and resolved through all levels of components and systems. It
must further analyze and modify detailed component designs and their integrations for high quality per-
formance, manufacture, verification, and operations at lowest cost. Quality analysis goes beyond specifi-
cations. It looks to design effects on these four hardware applications downstream and exercises the final
quality leverage on hardware design.
G. Quality Performance
Quality requires performance to be robust and least sensitive to environmental fluctuations. 22
Phadke's robust design method may achieve that goal by specifying the ideal performance and identifying
quality characteristics, which is the difference between the output and the targeted performance values.
Joint leakages are a common source of quality loss in launch preparations and delays, having a smaller-is-
better characteristic target. Response time, structural weight, material flaws, and corrosion are other
examples. Material strength and specific impulse are larger-is-better examples with naturally limited tar-
gets. Normal-is-better may be characterized by a fixed target for static problems and an output-propor-
tional-to-input moving target for dynamics problems. Conditioned power source, sensors, and servo-
motors are common examples where the standard deviation is minimized first and the mean is then
adjusted to the target value.
Three of the most common types of design parameters that influence quality characteristics are sig-
nal, noise, and control. Signal parameter levels are set by the user to produce the desired functional
response, such as speed, thrust, and frequency. Noise parameters are difficult or expensive to control.
They deviate from target values through unit-to-unit variation resulting from manufacturing processes and
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Theydeviatefrom targetvaluesthroughunit-to-unitvariationresultingfrom manufacturingprocessesand
throughdeteriorationfrom agingandwear.Controlparametersarespecifiedby thedesignerto minimize
noiseparametersthatmayor maynotchangethecostof theproduct.Tolerancefactorsarecontrolparame-
tersthataffectcosts.
Orthogonalarraytechniquesreducethenumberof parametricvariationsandcombinationsrequired
to determinethemostoptimumcontrolparameteradjustment.Tolerancedesignmaybenecessaryto bring
theperformanceto target.Tolerancedesigntradesoff quality lossdueto variationsin performancewith
cost increaseto tighten manufacturingtoleranceand cost of higher gradematerialsand components.
Parametersindependentof quality characteristicsareadjustedto cost, reliability, operations,or other
qualityconsiderations.
Robustdesignaimsfor thewidestoperatingenvironment,low gradecomponentsandmaterials,
andwidestmanufacturingtolerancesandvariationsfor leastproductcostandoperation.Developingtotal
quality intodetaileddesignincorporatesdownstreamcustomerdesignexpectationsin manufacturing,veri-
fication,andoperations.
H. Quality Manufacturing
The systems design analysis role is to integrate performance parameters resolved in the quality per-
formance application with manufacturing demands to increase yield and reduce costs through reduction in
unit-to-unit parameter variations, optimized quality control system, and reduction of rejection rates of
defective parts. If product design parameters are too complex, the product will be difficult to reproduce. If
the product is hard to assemble, then it will incur assembly errors. Manufacturing customer expectations
must be considered in the detailed design in which the customers are processors, machinists, welders,
assemblers, handlers, etc.
Akao's QFD method may be combined with robust performance demands for adaptation to designs
for quality manufacturing. The method decomposes a product down to its parts level and generates manu-
facturing quality demands that satisfy quality performance design parameters developed in quality per-
formance application (fig. 11). The "what" required by performance demand is related in matrix form to
the "how" the product is to be manufactured. Quality "what" demands are correlated with strongest quality
"how" characteristics. "How much" precision is required of the "how" demand, to satisfy the "what"
demand, and how much is added to the matrix. Quality characteristics are configurations, dimensions,
process durability, etc. Processes or technologies that achieve manufacturing quality demands are
researched, and candidates are selected for least cost and for meeting or maximizing required precision.
Selections are compared with facility conditions and capabilities. Inspection standards are established, and
factors that affect control points in manufacturing are identified.
The assembly process is next developed, and control points for assembly are established similarly
to the parts process. Resulting quality characteristic precision achievable through selected manufacturing
techniques are expressed in engineering language and converted into design plans and specifications. Cau-
tion must be exercised throughout the quality analysis to avoid bottlenecks that limit quality and yield, and
that increase cost. Engineering bottlenecks arise when quality targets are set at higher levels than previ-
ously experienced and the levels are difficult to achieve.
Manufacturing cost reductions may be generally realized through efficient use of materials, new
processes, flexible production techniques, robots, and others. Trading a little performance for more com-
mon and reliable production materials may reduce the material cost as well as machining, welding, or
casting costs. Welds that cannot be inspected must be relocated or eliminated. Reducing the number of
unique parts reduces cost of assembly, logistics, and learning. Using wider margins assures manufactur-
ing quality, and may even achieve process control with minimum inspection. Pugh presents many manu-
facturing design standards for cost reduction.
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I. Verification
This design verification application is committed to assuring that all product design details and
specifications comply with all product requirements developed through systems design analysis phases.
Designs must be simple to verify in order to avoid acceptance of defective products. The most common
verification methods are analysis and test.
The first order of verification is a thorough and refined analysis of a design's final iteration and
updated definition of subsystems down to the components level as necessary to confirm targeted per-
formance. This verification analysis is a continuance of design analysis with focus on final configuration,
induced environments, interfaces, and refined models. Analysis methodologies encompass statistical and
probabilistic techniques, and many computational and simulation tools. Critical assumptions are modified
by timely off-line technology experiments, analytical simulations, and detailed design characteristics and
data derived from matured interacting elements and components. Quality assurance must consider whether
the fading quality of a product will continue to function, will affect another product function, or will not
interfere with component functions as a whole. Reliability of the parts assures reliability of the assembly.
Tests may be conducted to failure or to no-fail. A no-fail test provides limited experience on the
article's safety, regardless of its subsequent successful operations. Incomplete design analyses and sneak
phenomena are what most premature test failures are about. But other compelling reasons for designing
tests in this phase are to verify performances and margins, to establish operational characteristics and
sensitivities, to determine primary failure mode and failure characteristics, to determine design deficien-
cies, to develop inspection and maintenance procedures, and to fine tune analytical models.
The performances of components and partial test articles, whose boundaries and operating condi-
tions are difficult to simulate in a verification test, may also be difficult to interpret and verify. Then the
operating performance design margins must be increased to allow for all-up test uncertainties.
J. Operations
Low-cost, reliable operational characteristics of the launch vehicle and its interface with payloads
and facilities must be firmly initiated at the earliest concept phase and step, explicitly identified through
QFD techniques, and incorporated and iterated throughout the systems process. Operational characteristics
cannot be significantly modified beyond this design phase.
The industry's long-term payload processing goals are similar to commercial airline operation stan-
dards where possible with respect to time, manpower, facilities, documentation, and conflict resolu-
tions. 23 Payloads should be integrated into standardized containers separate from the vehicle to facilitate
processing and rapid switching. Standard interfaces and wide center-of-gravity margins should be pro-
vided to payload containers for a more versatile packaging process, and to increase the reliability to meet a
launch date. Increasing automation in payload ground handling and checkout should also reduce human
error and increase delivery reliability. Standard work stations must have data access to weather, ground
processing status, operations, equipment, and vehicle health to support launch preparations.
Multipurpose expandable facilities must accommodate a wide range of future vehicles with better
utilization of less manpower and with shorter schedules. Launch pads must have hold-down engine-shut-
down capability, be flexible and in sufficient numbers to serve different size vehicles, and assure sched-
ules and damage recovery. Preparation time should be reduced through more use of automation and elec-
tronics to improve or eliminate checkout, and to apply multiple testing and continuous health monitoring.
Vehicles must be designed robustly to increase reliability, operability, and affordability. Simplify-
ing off-line preparations or eliminating time-consuming critical path tasks, leak checks, and verification.
Vehicles should use computerized information and communication systems and develop avionics
enhancement systems to integrate health monitoring, fault identity and isolation, adaptive guidance,
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flexiblemissionplanning,all weatherflying, andmultipathredundancy.Operationsshouldbedesignedto
selectstandardflight plansto convertpayloadproperties,vehiclelift capacity,andorbital inclination,to
programsoftware,autopilot,andtrajectoryprofile. Operationshouldvalidatecheckingthesystemrather
thaneveryelementprocedure.
Fundamentalto thepracticeof systemsdesignanalysisis anunderstandingof thesystemsprocess
andknowledgeof classicalmodelingtechniquesincludingoptimization,decision,reliability, economy,
andmanagementasappliedto thetotal life-cycle of aproduct.This sectionassumedthesefundamentals
andsuggestedmanycurrentqualitymanagementtechniquesadaptableto thedesignprocessfor providing
qualityperformanceat low cost.
V. PROBABILISTIC DESIGN, APPROACHES, AND STATUS
"For other concepts in physics there exist a measuring instrument--a voltmeter for
electrical potentials, a thermometer for temperatures, and so on. But there is no pitanometer
for measuring probabilities, and therefore it is by no means obvious how a probability we
have calculated is to be connected to anything observable," by Luis de la Pena and Peter
Hodges.
A. Background
The use of probabilistic analysis and design methods in space programs is steadily gaining accep-
tance within the aerospace community. To further enhance the development and application of probabilistic
methods, four actions are recommended: (1) the development of theories, codes, and tools to match the
task areas; (2) an understanding of prior applications/uses of probability and statistics, and data bases; (3)
the development of data bases, in particular structural failures; and (4) education of engineers and man-
agers on the merits and basics of probability/reliability methods. The approaches, the status, and the needs
for these actions were examined 24 in terms of the current limitations of probabilistic engineering methods,
a basic approach for its application, a discussion of some specific uses, and recommendations of critical
development areas.
Probability and statistics have been used extensively on prior and ongoing space programs in spe-
cific areas, but have not had a universal focus or acceptance. Where used, probabilistic methods have
contributed significantly to the success of the programs. In recent years, the research focus has been to
extend these methods for application in design. In fact, NASA design requirements for future space
vehicles and structures will be specified in reliability terms. However, making the transition from using
probabilistics and statistics in engineering analysis to the design of structures for reliability is very difficult
due to the limited structural data bases available in aerospace, and the complexity of the dominant failure
modes of wear, fatigue, fracture, and buckling. Nevertheless, probabilistic analysis/design is becoming a
viable approach in all aspects of space programs. Many approaches are currently in use, and development
is underway on more encompassing techniques such as NESSUS and PDA. Developing strategies for
advancing the application of probabilistic methods within aerospace provided the impetus for this section.
Uncertainties in the definition of loads and environments, material properties, geometric variables,
manufacturing processes, engineering models, analysis tools, etc., and all types of testing including
development, verification, and certification lead to uncertainties in space vehicle and structural design, and
ultimately safety. Quantifying and understanding "problem uncertainties" and their influence on design
variables develops a better engineered, designed, and safer system. Two formats are available for charac-
terizing design uncertainties: (1) deterministic/safety factor and (2) probabilistic/reliability. The classical
deterministic analysis approach accounts for design uncertainties in "lump sum" fashion by multiplying the
maximum expected applied stress (load, environment, etc.), a single value, by a factor of safety. Often,
design verification is achieved by applying a worst case loading (e.g., a three-sigma load condition
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multiplied by the safetyfactor) to thestructureandtestingto failure. In areasother thanstructures,the
sameapproachcanbeused.In contrast,theprobabilisticformatattemptsto modelindividual parameter
uncertaintyby aprobabilitydistribution.A test-constructedatabasegivesthebestcharacterization.If test
dataarenot available,thentheengineermustmakeassumptionsconcerningtheparameterdistributions.
Oncethedistributionsaredefined,modelequationsareusedto combinethedensityfunctionsinto acumu-
lative distribution function of the designvariable;for example,appliedstress.In this case,the design
parameterhasanuncertaintythatisquantifiedin termsof risk.
In thecaseof thedesignof aerospacestructures,it is impossiblein thenearfutureto developan
aerospacestructuraldesigncodebasedsolelyon theprobabilisticformatwithout compromisingthestruc-
tural safetyof hardwaredesign.This statementis especiallytruewith respectto thecurrently available
probabilisticengineeringanalysistoolsandtestverificationprograms.In general,theanalyticaltoolsthat
havebeendevelopedaredifficult to understandandimplementinto adesignprocedure;andmoreimpor-
tantly, themethodshavenot beentestverified or universallyacceptedby theengineeringcommunity.
Beforeaprobabilistic-basedesigncodeorprogramcanbesuccessful,designengineersmustdevelopan
experienceand educationbasein this field plus accumulateadequatefailure databases.Today, most
engineeringschoolsdonot offer probabilistic-basedesigncoursesaspartof thecurriculum.This does
notmean,however,thattheseapproachesdonot havemerit. Theyserveasexcellenttools for assessing
designconceptsusingsensitivityanalysisandtradestudies.Otherdesigndisciplinessuchasavionicshave
substantialdatabases,andtherefore,areusingprobabilisticsin manywaysin thedesignandverification
of their hardware.
True reliability mustbedemonstratednot simply estimatedfrom anengineeringanalysis.Until
failureandfailureratedatabasesareavailablefrom experience,probabilisticmethodscanbestbeutilized
asa design tool to help identify the sensitivitiesof problemparameters.Furthermore,"demonstrated
structuralreliability" is virtually an impossibletaskdueto the expenseandsmall numberof aerospace
structuresthatarebuilt. This is not truein avionics.However,it maybe feasibleto developa moreconsis-
tentstructuraldesigncodethatusestheprobabilisticformatincombinationwith theacceptedsafetyfactor
approachto design.The civil engineeringprofessionhassuccessfullyuseda combinedformat in the
developmentof theLRFD codefor steelstructures.Developingasimilar conceptfor applicationwithin
aerospaceoffers apracticalareafor futureresearch.Beforeexploringtheseideasfurther,it is prudentto
look at someareasin additionto avionicsthathavesuccessfullyusedprobabilistics.Threeexamplesare:
(1) componentdevelopment,qualification,andacceptancein shockandvibration; (2) liquid propulsion
enginevibrationandfatigue;and(3)control,dynamicresponse,andloads.
B. Previous Applications
1. Components. All aerospace system components are designed, qualified, and accepted using
probabilistic approaches. Their design in general is driven by shock and vibration environments that have
their source in mechanical or acoustical excitations. Shock is also a source of these excitations. Because
these high frequency environments are nearly impossible to analytically formulate, extensive data bases
have been developed for both the excitation and the response of basic structural types with different type
(and size) of components. Input and output responses are put in probabilistic format to serve as a base for
formulating design, qualification, and acceptance criteria. Using this criteria, shock and vibration tests are
run on each component. In special cases, all up acoustical tests are run as further verification of the system
using the probabilistic acoustical environment as input. The shock and vibration discipline has become
very successful using this approach; however, it has been accomplished through a universal effort to
establish data bases, special instrumentation, data evaluation, and basing techniques.
2. Dynamic Engine Data. The space shuttle main engine (SSME) has had an extensive program to
collect dynamic data (also performance), statisize it, and use it for structural durability, turbomachinery
health, and maintenance and refurbishment of hardware. This data base is cataloged by engine number,
parts number, test number (or flight), and test stand. Most firings and flight are over 500-s duration and
the frequency content of interest ranges up to 3,000 Hz. Figure 14 illustrates the basic approach for the
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statistical processing of the data. Obviously, this creates a very large data base requirement as well as the
need for fast processing schemes and user friendly access of the data. Figures 15 through 17 are typical
plots of data outputs. By combining all test and flight data including test failures, it is possible to
statistically say what constitutes healthful hardware and is used to determine good hardware during green
runs (certification) as well as when to change out parts. In addition the engine has been mapped into
vibration zones and acceleration data acquired for use to determine loads for hardware assessment and
redesigns. These data can also be used as a starting point for future engine system design.
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3. Dynamic Responses/Loads. Probabilistic approaches have been used extensively in determina-
tion of launch vehicle control and dynamic responses and loads. The environments that produce these
responses exists as natural and induced environments. The aerospace community has developed a natural
environments data base that is very extensive, including atmospheric density, temperature, winds, solar
pressure, etc. This statistical data base serves as one distribution into the response analysis. Propulsion
system characteristics have had the same rigor applied to its thrust, thrust rise rate, oscillations, and thrust
vector misalignments to serve as inputs for these amazes. The other induced environments such as aero-
dynamics is based on wind tunnel testing and CFD to determine its characteristics. The resulting analysis
(loads) can be accomplished using deterministic approaches or probabilistics depending on the needs. Fig-
ure 18 is a flow diagram of how this is accomplished for structural analysis. This data base in conjunction
with day of launch wind measurements, etc., can be used to ensure a safe launch.
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Figure 18. Generic flow for structural analysis.
C. Basic Approach
The basic probabilistic approach can be summarized as the quantification of all input data, the
model equations, and the output in a statistical manner. This requires the use of a statistical procedure to
make the model equations and the input data and to produce a statistical/probabilistic output. These tech-
niques range from pure Monte Carlo to integral solutions. Figure 19 illustrates this process for structural
assessment. The left hand side of the figure shows all of the input data indicating some statistical distribu-
tion of each. The right-hand side illustrates the various capabilities of the structure, while the center shows
the output of the process again in a statistical sense. Nothing is said of how the input or capability data are
generated nor how the model equations are solved to get the stress or capabilities distributions. Many
techniques exist to accomplish this task. The describing equations can be solved using Monte Carlo
approaches by inputting the parameters as statistical distributions then solving the equations for the various
combinations selected randomly. The output becomes a probability distribution function or statement. The
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same equations can be solved using the A-factor approach and the three-sigma limits of each parameter.
The A-factor approach allows the generation of three-sigma equivalent time response analysis by root sum
squaring the deltas for each parameter variation. A delta value is defined as the change in the output
parameter from its nominal due to a three-sigma change in a single input parameter. The root sum squared
value is used with the individual deltas as a ratio to apply to the model equation coefficients. The final out-
put is a three-sigma answer. Other techniques exist to deal with these data. Regardless, the objective is to
rate the probability of an event occurring against its capability to deal with that occurrence. This means
understanding and predicting the failure modes of capabilities. Given that these can be accomplished, then
it is straightforward to know how failures occur, etc. Whether one uses Bayesian statistics or many other
tools, key statements can be made concerning the reliability of the system when the data or good estima-
tions are available. This same sequence flow takes place for the deterministic assessment; however, no real
probabilistic or reliability statement can be made concerning the outcome. Ideally, the probabilistic state-
ment is highly desirable. In practice, this may not be possible; however, it is prudent to utilize as much
statistical information as possible about the characteristics of the system. This means that in reality a blend
between the deterministic and the probabilistic be used.
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Figure 19. Probabilistic analysis concept.
In the past, emphasis has been placed on the tools for solving the model equations to provide a sta-
tistical answer and ways to estimate the input data in some distribution sense. All of this is needed; how-
ever, if the complete statistical approach is to become an accepted practice, data must be acquired in terms
of failures, inputs etc., as has been accomplished in the three examples given previously. In the present,
use must be made of all the available data in a combined manner as discussed.
This combined approach uses the statistical data available for the various parameters and combines
them into a mean and standard deviation, which is used in conjunction with the deterministic safety factor
concept. The other aspect of the approach uses best estimates of the parameter variations, then conducts
sensitivity analysis and trades to arrive at concept selections, design, and operational approaches. The
3O
assumedparameterdistributionscanbevariedandbecomepartof thesensitivityanalysis.Thisapproach
maybeappliedto thedesignof a systemfor robustness,in which thetradecriteria andtheproductparts
arepartof this trade.Probabilistic/reliabilitydataarekeyto makingtherightchoices.
Anotherareaof quality/safetyis theFEMA that leansheavilyon theprobabilisticapproach.The
endassessmentis always"How muchrisk areyou taking?"Fundamentalto this analysisis thefault tree,
eventstree,or logic tree.
D. Current Limitations of Probabilistic Methods
The ultimate goal of probabilistic engineering application is to define accurately the reliability of a
given design. Although this goal is desirable, it is a very difficult one to achieve for complex structural
problems; not only in terms of engineering cost and verification, but also in terms of problem understand-
ing. The major limitations of current probabilistic engineering tools center about this basic goal. Some of
the more general ones are summarized below.
l. Many of the probabilistic analysis tools that have been developed are problem specific and, to
work a given failure problem, require software modifications. In some cases this type of approach seems
unavoidable, especially for extremely complex problems that are highly nonlinear and require several math
models and iterations simply to get one deterministic value. However, the practicing engineer is interested
primarily in tool application for use in understanding design problems. Tool development may not be his
specialty.
2. Generic tools, like NESSUS, do not interface directly with general structural analysis software
packages such as NASTRAN, ANSYS, etc. Before probabilistic methods will be universally accepted or
even experimented with in any great detail, they must interact freely with at least one well-developed
analysis/design tool presently utilized by the practicing engineer.
3. The probabilistic format requires distribution information for analysis input. In most cases,
adequate data bases are not available, and the engineer must make assumptions regarding the data. Guide-
lines for this phase of the process need to be developed. Always, the analysis should be checked with dif-
ferent inputs to verify the effects of distribution assumptions.
4. Analogous to structural finite element models (FEM's), probabilistic math models are only
approximations to the "real world." Model inaccuracies and their effects on design must be determined.
The accuracy of any engineering analysis is only as good as the assumptions that define it.
5. Computational schemes are grouped into two categories: (1) simulation and (2) approximate
reliability methods, such as FORM, SORM, AMV, etc., that use FPI techniques. While Monte Carlo
simulation has fewer assumptions, it requires extensive and expensive computer time for large complex
models. "Efficient" Monte Carlo simulation methods have been developed, and these along with faster
computers make simulation a valuable application tool for many simpler problems. Although the approxi-
mate methods are faster and more efficient with respect to computer usage, they define explicit response
functions that can be difficult to verify, in terms of accuracy and convergence. Inaccuracies can arise from
poor approximations to the true response function and nonlinear coordinate transformations.
Many of the limitations noted are accuracy related. While accuracy is important, it should not be the
controlling factor limiting the application of probabilistic methods. The methods themselves offer a better
approach to design, because they require that the engineer understand more details about the problem, and
even other disciplines. Not only does the probabilistic engineering approach give the designer an idea of
the risk defined by a given design, it also provides a glance at the parameter design sensitivities. In gen-
eral, probabilistic methods require more detailed analysis, which ultimately can lead to a more robust
design.
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E. Recommendations of Critical Development Areas
It is very difficult to make the jump from using probability and statistics in engineering analysis to
predicting the reliability of structures. First, there is a limited structural data base, and to develop failure
and failure rate data bases for general use in space programs is far too expensive. Second, the dominant
failure modes of wear, fracture, fatigue, and stability are very complex, leading to model and analysis
inaccuracies. Therefore, for the near-term, the goal should not be to replace current engineering design
practices with probabilistic methods. Rather, the goal should be to supplement current safety factor deter-
ministic approaches with probabilistic methods. For example, performing future designs using both prob-
abilistic and deterministic approaches in parallel will help to calibrate the probabilistic methods. The
emphasis should be on the gradual introduction of probabilistic methods that focus on sensitivity analysis
at the component/failure mode level: (1) to characterize and determine the effects of loads and material
property uncertainties and (2) to estimate the risk of particular failure modes, such as fatigue and crack
propagation. This approach is of relevancy to the practicing design engineer and ultimately can lead to a
more robust design. The greatest strength of the probabilistic design approach is its use in determining the
sensitivity of life drivers, and the greatest weakness is its inability to demonstrate or verify the reliability
predictions of expensive aerospace structures.
VI. THE CONCEPT OF ROBUSTNESS IN DESIGN
"All design is essentially creative work and the state of mind of the creator is every-
thing; which is to say that the state of mind of the designer is likewise everything where
design is concerned." Unknown source.
The space shuttle vehicle is one of the great achievements of our time, and yet several aspects of
the system illustrate the need for robustness: (1) the assembly and processing (including checkout) of the
vehicle requires extensive touch labor; (2) the launch constraints and problems result in many costly holds,
not the least of which is the wind loads and dynamic pressure (which has resulted in three launch delays);
(3) each launch has to be tailored, requiring detailed flight mechanics and loads analysis to accomplish, (4)
many systems such as the SSME and the orbiter heat protection tiles are designed to the edge of technol-
ogy requiring frequent maintenance and hardware replacement in order to meet safety requirements. Con-
sequently, design requirements on new products must circumvent these problems and cost overruns by
significant order of changes. Business as usual will not meet the goals. New innovative approaches are
needed in the design of aerospace systems, as suggested in section IV, and emphasis on robustness should
be a fundamental part of this design process.
Robustness is not too well understood in what it is, how to achieve it, design for it, and verify it.
Designing for robustness is further complicated by the many types of space systems that require a diversity
of materials, manufacturing, assembly, processing, checkout, facilities, operations, etc. In a real sense,
each type of system has a separate set of measurables and design requirements. Therefore, a specific
definition of robustness and the necessary design requirements is needed for each program or project. This
eliminates or restricts the ability to be generic in approach (fig. 20).
In "Robust Quality," Taguchi and Clausing assert, "Quality is a virtue of design. The 'robustness'
of products is more a function of good design than of on-line control however stringent the manufacturing
process. An inherent lack of robustness in a product design is the primary driver of superfluous manufac-
turing expenses." This means that to have robustness in a system, we must define: what it is, what are its
design requirements, what are the achievable characteristics that must satisfy the requirements, and what
are the measurable parameters that verifies it.
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Figure 20. Space systems.
A. General Process
The approach will form around the items shown in figure 21, which consist of six options and
their combination for achieving the desired robustness, the concept selection, the trades, and the design, all
measured against the indexes. Obviously, the measurables related to cost, reliability, and performance are
not uncorrelated even when they are shown independently. Their correlation or interrelationship must be
understood as a part of the process.
The robustness design process starts with the visions of the program, project, or mission and ends
with successful operations through eight major coherent steps:
1. Vision into requirements
2. Requirements flow
3. Robustness definition
4. Robustness criteria
5. Concept selection
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Figure 21. Robustness design approach.
6. Detail design
7. Manufacturing and verification
8. Operations.
These steps are to some extent sequential, yet they are highly interactive considering all areas as the
tasks proceed. The focus must, therefore, be from a systems viewpoint in order to achieve a balanced
space vehicle, spacecraft, or space system.t-4 The flow of these tasks and related subtasks are shown in
figure 22, and a narrative of each task follows.
l. Vision Into Requirements. Robust design starts with a vision that is translated into an initial set
of requirements that generally includes philosophical and performance goals and guidelines on cost and
schedule. As noted earlier, space vehicle cost must be drastically reduced. This reduction must be accom-
plished for the launch vehicle, the payload, and operations. Robustness should reduce cost associated with
facilities, inspection, rework, maintenance, operations, etc.; but not necessarily significantly reduce the
development cost, and particularly the up-front cost.
2. Requirements Flow. The top-level philosophy and requirements must flow down to the small-
est part. 25 This step includes evolving these high-level requirements into many discrete parts. QFD is one
of the new tools that is very effective in accomplishing this.
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3. Robustness Definition. The third step considers the system requirements and flow-down
requirements and translates them into derived requirements (characteristics) called robustness (system
focus, stepped convergence). These can be in the form of functional statements of how to, or what to,
achieve. Determining the characteristics or definition of robustness means that each of these areas must
have a set of measurables identified so that the level of robustness can be determined. At the top level, this
can be called the definition of robustness. All areas including design, manufacturing, and facilities must be
captured in the requirements definition tasks. A part of defining robustness and capturing the characteris-
tics is a listing and study of prior systems problems that increased cost, delayed operations, etc. This list
will serve as a basis for describing characteristics, formulating definitions, and developing functional
statements of how robustness is achieved and the requirements for it. QFD works well in translating cus-
tomer wants into characteristics, leading to the definition of robustness for the system under consideration.
4. Robustness Criteria. This next step derives and combines the generic criteria and the require-
ments (specifications) into a project document. To accomplish this task, documented past experience must
be brought together with the project specific characteristics in a way that tailors the total into a specific set
for the project procedures and gives the needed control without introducing excessive cost, etc. This is
particularly true of the design process as discussed so well by Petroski. 7 These criteria are the key to
achieving robustness. They must clearly define what it takes to ensure that the design is robust. Pugh calls
this the product design specifications (PDS). 5
5. Concept Selection. Next, concept selection is started by listing the functions required to meet
the vision, requirements, and criteria. Using these functional statements, several viable options are formu-
lated that can potentially fulfill the visions and meet the requirements. Three tasks are now performed: (1)
conduct sensitivity analyses that identify the key areas and parameters that are important to achieving
robustness; (2) conduct trade studies between the potential concepts using the sensitivities and the measur-
ables; and (3) select a narrow set of concepts, and conduct a more indepth analysis of steps (1) and (2).
These three tasks are repeated until a single concept is converged upon for design (system focus again).
Tools available here include, but are not limited to, decision theory, optimization programs, CAD's, cost
modeling, and integrated analysis. See Pugh's concept in "Total Design."
6. Detail Design. The detail design is accomplished using the concept selection as a starting point
and applying concurrent engineering approaches, TQM tools, etc., through sensitivity analysis, trades,
design, and verification--all against the set of measurables laid out from the requirements or derived dur-
ing the design process. Both the concept selection and design are evolutionary in nature, requiring several
iterations. In fact, in discrete areas during design, the originally selected concept has to be iterated, due to
added information starting the design process over in these areas. Tools available for design are numerous
and are specific for many disciplines.
7. Manufacturing and Verification. This step builds and verifies the product, testing many times to
failure to determine limits for use in operations. Sensitivity testing is also important to determine response
characteristics. The product is built using a robust manufacturing process ensured by concurrent engineer-
ing teams up front during concept selection and design. The verification process must determine the good-
ness of robustness achieved by setting the operational procedures and identifying areas for improvement.
8. Operations. Operational procedures, constraints, etc., are based on the information generated
during development, design, and verification analysis and testing. Although operations appear at the end,
it also must be part and parcel of the requirements, concept selection, and design--a true concurrent
engineering approach. These procedures, assembly, checkout, launch and flight operations, and health
monitoring must be designed with the same degree of robustness as applied to the vehicle and payload.
The design proof task then is how one starts with a system that is decomposed into tiers of com-
ponents and parts, as required for analyses, and then rolls them back up into the total system, since every-
thing is interactive. Subsequent subsections will explore these steps as they apply to robustness as one
means of increasing reliability and reducing cost.
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B. General Characteristics of Robustness
Establishing the desired characteristics of robustness is particularly difficult in space system
design, because the system must be quantified against design criteria and goals. The first avenue open to
accomplish this is the easiest to state, but is very difficult to quantify. For example, the classical dictionary
definition reads: "The state of being strong; having been strongly formed or constructed." "Business
Week/Quality 1991" defined robust design as a discipline for making designs "production-proof' by
building in tolerances for manufacturing variables that are known to be unavoidable. The definition could
be stated as the insensitivity of the product to requirements, environment, manufacturing, or operational
variabilities. In space systems where so many requirements are in conflict, this is not a real possibility
because all designs are a balancing act, a tradeoff. Gordon in "Structures" says it like this: "All structures
will be broken or destroyed in the end; just as all people will die in the end. It is the purpose of medicine
and engineering to postpone these occurrences for a decent interval. The question is: what is to be regarded
as a 'decent interval'? ''25
In trying to clarify the two previous statements, the classical and insensitivity, another statement
can be formulated that reads: "A robust system is one that is designed and verified to have features that
accommodate variability (three sigma) of parameters that affect performance and margins without
unacceptable degradation, and achieves the optimum combination of operating costs, reliability, maintain-
ability, and performance." This definition treats the total system from start to finish, but still has the diffi-
culty of determining measurables. The other open definition avenue is a mathematical definition that uses
deterministic and probabilistic approaches. Here performance indexes must be formulated for each area of
concern in mathematical terms, then the system verified to those values (fig. 20). The performance index
definition is stated mathematically as a design that provides a sufficient ratio between "strength" (or capa-
bility or capacity) and "stress" (or load state environment or operating condition) to accommodate vari-
ability of the parameters affecting stress and strength without failure inducing overlap. This ratio may then
be related to cost through a risk factor to complete the definition. For many of the areas, the indicies are
easy to formulate if treated separately; however, they interact with others, leading to the requirement for a
higher level index.
The essence of these preceding statements is required to define robustness. The final result is a
statement that is a combination of the generic statement and the multitude of mathematical indexes. The
first can be generic, as stated above. The second is specific for each space system and requires much effort
to define the sensitivities, conduct the trades, and then quantify the requirements indexes. It is often desir-
able to modify the statement such that robustness is defined only in terms of one area such as launch
operations (cost, processing, turnaround, checkout). In this case, each component or subsystem is not
optimized individually, but only to the extent it affects operations. The indexes are tailored to fit this
special case. The definition of robustness for a space system is always tailored to fit the needs and
requirements of that particular product.
C. Top Level Approaches
Using the generic definition as a base, the generic makeup, or top level, approach to robustness
can be formulated. Figure 21 attempts to flow this task. As is shown on the top of the chart, there are
many elements or ways of achieving robustness. In the case of certain components or subsystems, it is
possible to design in a measure of robustness using only one element such as structural margins or redun-
dancy. However, in general, some combination of the ones listed, or others, is required. One of these
elements can be chosen to be the definition of robustness. In this case, other elements drop out; for
example, operations such as launch on time. Using this new definition, everything is judged only as it
affects that special definition. In general, however, to make a total system (such as a launch system) or an
orbiting system (such as telescope) robust, a combination of all will be required. In complex launch
systems, spacecrafts, and orbiting instruments, a sensor failure during launch scrubs a mission, while
failures in operations can lead to mission loss (possible loss of life, if manned). A breakdown in
manufacturing tolerance may lead to many problems. To have robustness in space systems, the total
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systemmust be robust. Eachsystemor subsystemsmust definewhat is meantby robustnessfor that
system;for example,the launchfacility. In all casesregardlessof whichareaor definition is chosenfor
robustness,the sensitivitiesof the systemtc, its parametervariationsagainstthat definition must be
determined (quantified, if possible) so that robustnessis builtin only where needed.The goal for
robustnessby its very naturecuts acrossmanydisciplinesfrom flight, fracture,andcontrol, to avionics
hardwareandsoftware,manufacturing,andoperations.Thebasicquestionis whatdoyoudesignup front
to precludedownstreamproblems?How far doyou go?What is thebalance?Otherwisethecostand/or
weightbecomesprohibitiveor theperformanceis degraded.
Designingfor robustnessproceedsdowntwo legssimultaneously.Oneis designingtheproduct,
theotheris designinghow youmaketheproduct(this includesmanufacturingandassembly).Operations
canbe separatedout of theproductdesignfunction,creatingthreelegs.Operationsis so fundamentala
partof theproductthatit mustbe involvedin productdesign.In otherwords,thedesignmustbecompat-
ible with themanufacturing,operations,andassemblycapacityin orderto be robust.It is of little valueto
designasystemthat manufacturingcannotmeetthetolerancerequirements,producingyield that is too
low. Experiencein manufacturingof high-performancesystemssuchasthe SSMEhasshownthatthese
systemsarevery sensitivein manufacturingto suchthingsasweld offsets,weldpeaking,weldbeads,etc.
producingfatigueor fracturefailuresandnumerousreworksandmaterialreviewdiscrepancies.Evenwith
theseproblems,theSSMEis anexampleof thedegreeof craftsmanshipthatcanbeachievedin manufac-
turinga verycomplex,highenergydensitysystem.Thesimplerthedesign,thesimplerthemanufacturing
processrequired.Figure23attemptsto showthisparallel,yet highly interactive,processrequiredto have
anoperationalrobustsystem.
SYSTEM I HIGHLY INTERACTIVE
DESIGN j
ROBUST
PRODUCT
I FABRICATION&ASSEMBLY
Figure 23. Legs of robust design.
Robustness in the manufacturing and assembly leg occurs in two ways. First, it must be able to
achieve the characteristics evolved within acceptable limits. Products are plagued with problems that arise
because of the lack of manufacturing robustness. Part of the time, this is due to poor communication in
that the designer did not involve manufacturing up front and ask for more than could be reasonably
achieved. Then other times, the designer does the design task without consideration for manufacturing
limitations. This clearly indicates the need for concurrent engineering in both legs. Second, manufacturing
must be robust in delivering quality robust hardware on time. Robust products depend on both, and there-
fore, get the same emphasis and focus on the interaction. In the following, it is assumed that this inte-
gration approach is followed in designing for robustness.
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D. General Characteristics
In order to gain insight, it is necessary to first understand the definition, characteristics, and func-
tions of each proposed way of achieving robustness (fig. 21 ). With understanding of each potential candi-
date, the robust system can be achieved using various combinations of these broad areas.
First, designing for margins (tolerant system) is not straightforward. For example, increasing the
structural safety factor adds weight that, in turn, can increase the inertial load, not providing added mar-
gins. Also, if this increased safety factor margin in design is not reduced (limit load safety factor) for
operations, then no real gain occurs because the system cannot take advantage of this margin except in an
anomalous situation during operations. Stability margins for dynamic systems including control fall into
this category because it cannot, by operational design, take advantage of extra margins unless it is speci-
fied differently for design and operations. The same is true of all other areas such as avionics, software,
performance reserves, etc. However, extra margins judicially placed early in design can be used as a hedge
against environment creep, producing, in the end, an adequate system (based on the sensitivities). If this is
not done, then the environment creep leads to either a redesign or a constrained operational system. One
way of gaining margins is to take advantage of the inherent nonlinearities, not included in the linear
design, for operations. This requires more accurate quantification of the response characteristics and is
therefore more costly. One method for quantification is testing the product to failure; determining the limit
that can be used to make up robust operational procedures and constraints.
Second, ideally, one would like to design the system such that it does not respond to variations in
the parameters. (In the discussion that follows, the use of the word parameters is all-inclusive. It not only
implies such things as flow, thermal, acoustics, and the like, but also includes manufacturing tolerances,
processes, flaws, offsets, etc., that affect the robust characteristics under consideration.) In most cases,
this is not possible; however, when it can be accomplished, the gain is not free. For example, vibration
isolation of a component (electrical, hydraulic, etc.) renders it insensitive to the vibration, but at the
introduction of larger deflections from static and quasi-static loads. In other words, vibration absorbers
can desensitize the component to the vibration by introducing large static deflections; however, complexity
including new failure modes are added in addition to cost increases. Load relief and ride control add com-
plexity and new failure modes, as does active thermal control. The same is true for controlling manufactur-
ing tolerances, etc. However, in many cases this added cost and complexity is more than balanced by the
gain in robustness.
Third, control of parameter variations is another design tool for achieving robustness. Many
examples for this approach exist: active flutter suppression of aircraft wings, pogo suppression, modal
suppression, rigid-body load relief control, thermal control systems, day of launch I-loads update (real-
time wind biasing), and SPC in manufacturing, to name a few. These techniques are used extensively and
are the tools that allow a system to operate safely and meet its performance goals. Another approach to
controlling the environment is to have a predictive scheme that results in no operational use during times of
higher-than-predicted acceptable parameter variations. Prelaunch atmospheric wind monitoring for launch
vehicles is in this category. In this case, the vehicle is not launched into atmospheric disturbances that are
greater than its capability. Or the I-loads (trajectory shape) is updated to reflect the effects of the wind
measured 1 or 2 hours prior to launch increasing the margins and allowing a safe launch (day of launch
I-load update). Controlling the parameter variations is not free, complexity and failure modes are intro-
duced as well as added cost, assembly, limited operations, etc. In some of these cases, one gives up
robustness in launch flexibility, introducing operational complexities and increasing cost.
Fourth, redundancy, particularly on manned systems, is an acceptable way of achieving robust-
ness. This approach is used extensively in electrical and hydraulic components, windows, fasteners for
joints, load paths, etc., and such things as dual thermal insulation and debris shields. Again, one must deal
with complexity, failure modes, cost, and weight. The design in this case must deal with how many layers
of redundancy is required: fail operations, fail operations fail safe, fail safe. The greater the redundancy
level, the greater the complexity and cost.
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Fifth, simplicity in designnormallyenhancesrobustness,aswell asmanufacturing,assembly,
operations,and response.This designareafor robustnessis broadin scope,numberof elements,load
paths,geometrics,turnings,structuralconcepts,etc.It alsoaffectsredundancy,margins,variations,and
operability.The useof simplicity in designis a well knownapproach.Pugh,in "Total Design,"discusses
it in detail and has formulatedsomecriteria for measuringits achievement.Designsimplicity should
alwaysbeagoal.Thesimplerthedesign,theeasierit is to gainrobustness.
Finally, designingfor operability leadsto robustnessin at leasttwo ways.Complexoperational
procedurescauseproblemsbecausetheyopenupmorepathsfor errors.Thesecondpartof thedefinition
of robustness,particularly for spacevehiclesand spacecraft,dealswith launchon time, processing,
checkout,etc., requiredfor eachmission.Easeof operationsnot only hasa direct correlationwith sim-
plicity, butalsocost-to-vehicleandpayloadoverruns.As statedearlier,operationefficiencycanbeusedas
thetotaldefinition of robustness.Thentheotherelementsareusedasmeansof achievingthisnewgoal.
A partof thedesignfor robustnessis theuseof FMEA asaugmentationto thenormaldesignpro-
cess. 4 Minimum failure modes should be identified for each concept and evaluated in line with the other
considerations to ensure a better quality of robustness.
E. Trades
So far, the six broad areas of designing for "robustness" have been discussed. There are additional
factors required to deal with these areas in achieving robustness which are applied through engineering,
trades, sensitivity studies, and design. First, is the criteria that is imposed by the product that provides the
mantle for the design. The criteria must be carefully tailored to capture the characteristics of robustness
desired, and must be accomplished by a combined government and contractor team including all pertinent
disciplines. 8 Second, a key in the robustness trade is the concept selection, materials choice, and fabrica-
tion requirements approach. These three elements are correlated, presenting options from which the design
engineer can choose to create robustness (fig. 24). For example, he picks a concept (ring/stringer/skin),
then chooses between several materials (A1, steel, etc.), and the different fabrication processes (milling,
welding, riveting, etc.). After repeating for other concepts, a set of trades are conducted to arrive at a con-
cept selection. He must conduct these trades using the three measurables of performance, cost, and relia-
bility as the judge or evaluation guide. The cost measurable is very difficult to define. Up-front cost load-
ing used effectively lowers recurring cost. Which cost is the driver? Concept selection? Design? Recurring
cost? What is the proper balance between the them? Also, how is the cost of major design problems versus
indepth up-front preventative design estimated? Proper formulation of the balanced total cost indexes is
key to good system engineering and robust design. Here, various indexes must be developed for these
three areas to provide measurables for evaluation. They can be probabilistic or deterministic in nature.
Developing these measurables is a major task in itself and is fundamental to the process. If robustness for
any system is to be achieved, these must be developed specifically for the product being designed.
Intuition, innovation, as well as lessons learned are needed. In most cases, new paradigms must be
developed. In the early part of the program, much effort must be expended in order to determine the sensi-
tivities and concept potentials.
Many approaches exist such as "Total Design" by Pugh, the various Taguchi approaches--QFD,
concurrent engineering, and probabilistic design. Each must be explored and used to aid in robust design.
Figure 25 illustrates the process discussed in previous subsections along with their characteristics and a
partial listing of the available tools.
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CONCEPTS
Figure 24. Concept selection.
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The process is then one of stepped convergence, involving initially several concepts that converge
through proper trades and design analysis to the concept that can meet the criteria, performance, and reli-
ability goals. Robustness is only one part of these measurables; many times being in conflict with other
elements of the requirements. This leads to either a requirement redefinition or decision by the project to
make certain compromises. All design involves compromises. A design for failure, as is so clearly stated
by Gordon in "Structures," is that the success of the design depends on how well this "conflict of expecta-
tions" is managed and qualified.
As stated above, figure 25 delineates these steps. This section has dealt with the design for robust-
ness at a top level. In practice, the process becomes one of applying these principles to components, ele-
ments, systems, as well as functional areas, each involving very specific trades and criteria (requirements).
In the end, the total system must be evaluated using these subdivided robust parts to determine if the
overall robustness goal has been met.
Robustness is pivotal to space missions design philosophy, which is much more than achieving
reliable performance at low life-cycle cost. Costly failures during development and operations will be
greatly reduced if not eliminated. Space systems life may be increased. Operational complexities and con-
straints and associated costs and delays may be reduced, such as refurbishment, maintenance, assembly,
processing, and checkout. Robustness, in general, cannot be designed in a global sense. It can and should
only be used where the biggest payoff occurs, which may be identified through sensitivity analysis and
trades. It must be incorporated early in the project and pursued throughout its life-cycle.
VII. DISCIPLINE FUNDAMENTALS
"To understand what engineering is and what engineers do is to understand how
failures can happen and how they can contribute more than successes to advance technol-
ogy," Henry Petroski. 26
All designs must be grounded in sound physical principles. As a convenience, these principles are
divided into categories called disciplines, which promote the development of specialists who penetrate one
or more of them. It is clear that a design can be no better than the understanding of this knowledge into the
design. The advantages of this subdividing is obvious; however, there are drawbacks. "Nothing exists in
isolation. It is always a part of a system, influencing and being influenced by the system and its various
parts." While section IV briefly delineated systems interaction, it also illustrated the disciplines interactions
within interacting systems and implied skills. A partial listing of common skills required by aerospace
engineers are:
Induced environments
Aerodynamics
Vibration and shock
Fluids
Acoustics
Static
Heat Transfer
Dynamic
Material Sciences
Avionics
Natural Environments
Winds
Temperature
Flight Mechanics
Control
Structures,
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andspecializeddisciplinesin structuralsystemsdesignsinclude:
Statictesting
Dynamictesting
Flow testing
Shock,vibration,andacoustictesting
Statisticsandprobabilistics
Weldingandbrazing
Casting
Software.
Computational/numericalanalyses
Breadboarding
Logistics
Simulations
GSE(groundsupportequipment)
Dataevaluation
Databasing
Theability of anorganizationto acquireandorganizetheproperbalanceof theskillsrequiredfor a
particularprojectdeterminestheproject'ssuccess.Obviously,therearemanyotherfactorsin asuccessful
program,asdiscussedelsewherein thispaper.However,nonecaneverreplacethelackof skills required
in thevariousdisciplines.It behoovesanorganizationto continuallytrainto enhancetheneededskills as
well assearchfor newblood in themarketplace.
Thereis onesolaceto theanalyticaldisciplines,namelythatmathematicaltechniquesareapplicable
to manytypedisciplines,suchasinitial andboundaryvalueproblems,sensitivity,optimization,etc.It is
alsonecessaryto pointout thatall analyses,computations,andtestingaremodelsthatsimulatethephysics
of theproblem.Theassumptionsandcompromisesinherentin eachmodeldeterminetheir accuracyand
usefulness.Therefore,theseassumptionsandcompromisesmustbeheldconstantlyin theforefront and
challenged.With time, thetendencyis to forget theselimitationsandtargettheresultsasabsolutes,or at
leastasabasefrom whicha newsystemcanbeup-scaled.This is verydangerousandsometimesleadsto
designfailures.27
As examplesof disciplinespecialtypenetrationandthesysteminteractionsin thedesignprocess
during the developmentphases,it shouldbe instructiveto discussthedesignfundamentalsof two very
complexandprogressivedisciplinesthatmustbehighlyhonedandintuitivelyunderstoodto avoidfailures;
structuraldynamicsand fracturemechanics.Both requiremanycommondisciplineskills and certain
specialtieslistedabove.
A. Structural Dynamics
The fundamental modes and harmonics of a vibrating string can add quality to our lives. If we
select certain types of strings in an instrument, we get music (piano, guitar, violin, banjo, etc.). Blending
instruments together produces more variations and potential. However, not all dynamics are wanted. For
example, the vibration of an airplane wing moving through air can go unstable and destroy itself. It, there-
fore, must be contained either actively or passively by design. Couplings that aggravate and make the sys-
tem response very complex are structure, fluid, aerodynamics, propulsion, control, thermal, acoustics,
and noise, to name a few. Regardless of sources, the fundamentals are rather simple. For instance, the
single degree-of-freedom basic equation may be written in the form:
M(x,t)?f + c(x,t)Jc + k(x,t)x = f (t) .
If this system is linear, then the solution has the two classical parts: (a) transient and (b) steady-
state and is treated extensively in literature. When the system is nonlinear, the characteristics and physics
of the problem become very complex. Jumps in the response occur, stability can be limited or divergent,
etc. Very seldom does any system behave totally like this simple system. If one accounts for all the
structural dynamic modes, control system modes, fluid modes, and environments, the systems interact and
tune with many surprising results, 28 such as pogo and flutter. The motion of the total structure is
composed of a system of substructures that are expressed by the linear matrix differential equation,
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[M](X(t))+[C](X(t))+[K](X(t)) = (F(t)) .
Many techniques exist for simplifying this system solution: normal modes, modal coupling, CFD,
separation of variables, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, etc. The design process requires skills in the use of
all these techniques and the ability to judge when to use each and what assumptions are valid and applica-
ble. No system response dynamic analysis is any better than the assumption and the input data.
What does the simplified equation (single degree-of-freedom) mass spring damper or two degrees-
of-freedom tell about the fundamentals of dynamics and the approach to understanding and solving
dynamics issues? First, it provides insight into the general characteristics of dynamic systems. Then it
points the way delineating many of the tasks required to conduct dynamic analysis.
1. Characteristics of Dynamic Systems. Dynamic systems are characterized by the system's fre-
quency or frequencies, the system damping (negative or positive), the systems gain, and the external
forces acting on the system. The frequency or frequencies are determined by the mass (inertia) and the
restoring forces.
Damping is determined by forces that are +90 ° out of phase with the motion and usually propor-
tional to the velocity. A positive coefficient on the velocity dampens the motion, while a negative coeffi-
cient produces a negative damping, increasing the motion (unstable system). It is possible to have
displacement dependent forces with phase alterations that can also produce positive and negative damping.
Control-induced forces with special filtering are an example. 29 The forcing function is some externally
applied force, such as wind gusts on a space vehicle, that excites the dynamic systems. For linear systems
of the characteristic equation, formed using displace transforms, by setting the forcing function to zero and
solving for the complex eigenvalue (S = S__co) then the frequency and damping of the system is known. S
is the damping coefficient and 09 is the frequency in radians or dividing by 2z gives the frequency in cycles
per second. The response of this system is well known both for initial conditions and for external forcing
functions. 30 Tuning the forcing function frequency with a system frequency produces large responses due
to dynamic tuning (resonance) and should be avoided if possible. If a system has many frequencies, par-
ticularly of its elements, then they can tune up and increase the system response.
Damping is inherent in all structural systems to some degree as well as most moving parts; how-
ever, it is usually of low magnitude. Damping can be introduced both passively and actively. Fluid film
dampers in turbomachinery, visco-elastic materials in structures, hydraulic dampers (shock absorbers,
etc.), control augmentation, etc. Much work has been done in the work of smart structures that deals with
these concepts.
Nonlinear dynamic systems are much harder to analyze and understand. In these systems stable
and unstable limit cycles occur. Many of these systems exhibit jump phenomena where the response
amplitude suddenly jumps to a much higher or lower value. 31
Whether dealing with the linear or nonlinear system, a feel must be developed for dynamic tuning,
forcing function tuning, damping, and passive and active control of responses. Not only can responses be
changed by changing the damping, but also by changing the frequencies of the system. History of astro-
nauts and aeronautics is replete with examples of the exemplification of these principles of dynamics,
many times with loss of lives and hardware. 32 33
2. Dynamic Evaluation Tasks. The first tasks dynamicists face are deciding what characteristics of
the system must be modeled. This implies an understanding of the various potential interacting systems
such as control, acoustics, structures, fluids, thermal, aeroelasticity, etc. Also, changing boundary condi-
tions with time must be decided, such as a launch vehicle lift-off that goes from cantilevered to free-free
boundaries.
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Second,describingequationsmustbederived,whichareusuallyordinaryor partial differential
equationsor both. Energytechniquesusinggeneralizedcoordinatesareoneapproach.Many othertech-
niquesexist,whichdependontheproblembeingcharacterized.
Third, datafrom thevariousdisciplineshaveto beassembledin theright units andformattedto
characterizethecoefficientsof thedescribingequations.This taskis extensive,involvingmuchteamwork
andsystemsintegration.Currentautomaticnetworkinganddatatransferreducesthiseffort.
Fourth,testsmustbeconductedto establishandverify theinput data,assumptions,etc.,validating
thedevelopedmodel.
Fifth, thedescribingequationsmustbesolvedfor thedynamiccharacteristics.Solving thelinear
characteristicequationfor aneigenvaluegivesinformation.Time responsesgive additionalinformation.
Sensitivityanalysismustbeusedto identifyderivativesandto understandthelimits of thesystem.
Sixth, theresultsmustbeusedto eithermodify thesystemto getamoredesirableresponse,or to
verify the systemfor operations.Operationalapproaches,procedures,andconstraintsarethenderived
from thissetof data.Theimplementationof adynamicdisciplineintoa systemdesignis furtherillustrated
in sectionXII.
B. Fracture Mechanics
Aerospace hardware that either has a long-term use (satellites) or several reuses (space
shuttle/spacelab) must be designed for both fatigue and fracture control. Fatigue is a design for life without
cracks, while fracture control allows operations with limited crack conditions; and though related, fatigue
treats crack initiation and fracture treats crack propagation. The matrix on figure 26 compares the low and
high cycle fatigue, and fracture mechanics applications, advantages, and disadvantages of each discipline,
and provides good reference for design considerations.
Because of its recent development and importance noted in the above matrix, a brief overview of
fracture mechanics in the design process should be instructive. 34 Two of the fracture mechanics
consequential characteristics are the stress intensity factor and crack growth rate. The stress intensity factor
is shown graphically on figure 27 as a specimen with a crack under load. Applying linear elasticity
throughout and working with energy, the stress intensity factor, KI,, results in the in-plane elastic stress
and displacement fields near the crack tip (measure of loading severity at or near the crack tip). The K T
function contains all the effects of loading, geometry, and crack size, all in one parameter. For difficult
geometries, crack size and loading, K L, will have a different value, but apart from the value of K I, the
stress field will be the same. This solution is general solution for all problems as long as the problem is
linear with K being the only significant parameter in the crack problem.
Fracture occurs when the crack-tip stress field exceeds a critical state, K 1 > K C. The critical value
(Kc) must be obtained experimentally and is called the toughness of the material. Any time the value K
equals K C in any structural component made of this material, the crack-tip stress field will be the same as
at the time of fracture in the test panel. This result is fortunate in that fracture in all structures of this
material can be predicted.
Another characteristic important to understanding cracks is fatigue crack propagation or, as it is
commonly called, the crack growth rate. Crack growth rate is a materials property determined experimen-
tally, and is defined as the change in length per load cycle, daMN. Figure 28 is a typical materials property
curve for Inconel 715 TM for different R ratios (maximum to minimum stress ratio) at room temperature
plotted versus delta K. These data are then used in fracture analysis to determine the number of loads
cycles, N, a given initial crack can stand before growing to critical flaw size.
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Fatigue and Fracture
Fatigue and fracture mechanics (FM) are engineering disciplines used to assess hardware life.
Both are related to life but are treated independently. Fatigue actually includes fracture in the
sense that fracture may be fatigue crack growth. Fatigue deals with that portion of the life that is
crack Initiation and fracture deals with crack propagation. Fatigue is further divided into
stress-life (S-N) or high cycle fatigue (HCF) and strain-life (e-N) or low cycle fatigue (LCF).
HCF LCF FM
SressJ   ncreasngStress / Crack(s) _ -'-.._ 's' ' _.'_.._'_"°'.'°:'".'"'_" Elastic I
"*, Plastic !
Life (N) Life (N) Life (N)
HCF
Applications
• Constant amplitude loading with long
fatigue lines
• Machine elements such as power
transmission shafts, value springs, and
gears
Comparison of HCF/LCF and FM Anal_,ses
LCF FM
Applications
Where plastic strains are significant
(notches or low yield points)
• High temperature such as gas turbines
• Variable amplitude load histories
• Smaller components where initiations is
of primary concern
Applications
"Safe-life" for aerospace and nuclear
pressure vessel industries
• Components with preexisting flaws,
particularly castings and welds
• Components with sharp notches
Figure 26. Comparison of fatigue and fracture analyses.
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TSTRESS INTENSITY FACTOR
(LINEAR ELASTIC, MODE 1)
Y
K I
=(_y
• K I UNIQUELY DEFINES THE NEAR TIP, IN PLANE LINEAR ELASTIC STRESS
AND DISPLACEMENT FIELDS (MEASURE OF LOADING SEVERITY AT OR NEAR THE
CRACK TIP)
• K I = FN (GEOM, _, a) = F __-_a, IN GENERAL
Figure 27. Elastic stress intensity factor.
For linear systems, using the fracture mechanics analysis and the materials properties, several cal-
culations that produce very critical results can be generated. First, if the stress field is given in conjunction
with an operational life requirement, then a critical initial flaw size that can exist in the structure may be
estimated using the known failure critical flaw size. Usually a safety factor is applied to the operational life
to ensure a margin, which sets the limit that an existing flaw size can initially have and the size that inspec-
tions must reliably detect. Second, the same calculations can be made for different materials, selecting the
most appropriate for the conditions. Third, a determination can be made of the stress level reduction
required to ensure safe lifetime, if the current design cannot meet the flaw size detection limit. Also, main-
tenance programs, in service inspection programs, as well as hardware retirement programs can be based
on these data. It is clear from this simple explanation that failure prevention programs can be instituted
using fracture control. In real life, it is not quite so simple. High-performance systems operate near the
material capability, and may be nonlinear in nature and sensitive to small changes. These systems require
more complicated analyses as well as materials testing approaches. The same is true for ductile materials.
Analog testing, nonlinear R-curves, J-integrals, etc., may be required. Key to any situation is the crack
detection uncertainty and sensitivities.
The ability to detect and quantify cracks is the major sensitivity issue. The principle in fracture
control that tends to govern fracture is the ability to quantify the crack length, depth, shape, position, and
root radius (acuity), which determines design, use, lifetime, and acceptability. Defining crack uncertainties
in terms of either allowable stress or fracture life is very important to the design process. Inspection tech-
niques, such as dye penetrate and x ray, determine crack length well, but are limited in characterizing
depth. Assuming that the stress is fixed, the relative uncertainty is much higher for small depths and longer
lives.
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FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION
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Figure 28. Fatigue crack propagation.
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Flawsthatareembeddedwithin thestructureposeadifferentproblem.Eventhoughthecracksize
is fixed andthestructuralloadcarryingareais thesame,thecycle life is very sensitiveto ligamentsize
betweentheflaw andthesurface.Also,acceleratedgrowthcanoccurdueto bending,thermal,corrosion,
etc. Using x rays, the depth is hard to quantify; however,allowable stressdecreasesas thickness
increases.Ultrasonicsfind defectsreliablyfor fixedsizefor agivenreferencestandard.Allowablestressis
basicallyinsensitivityto materialthickness.Cracksharpness(definedascracktip curvatureor rootradius)
increasestoughnessastheradiusgetslarger.As theradiusgetssmaller(very sharpcracktip), apoint is
reachedwhereno furtherdecreasein toughnessisvisible. Allowablestressor part lifetime is very sensi-
tive to cracksize,shape,location,etc.Variousgenericcurvesprovide, insight into selectinginspection
techniquesanddesignmarginsof safety.
VIII. INTERDISCIPLINARY ANALYSIS
"Very often there is a conflict between the structural and other functions--the wing
of a bird or an aircraft is best made thick for strength and thin for performance, a brick will
be able to carry more load if it is dense but it will be a better thermal insulator if it is
porous, and so on. Nearly always it is desirable to use as little material as possible both for
reasons of economy, which apply no less to nature than in human affairs, and also usually
for functional reasons." "Invention and Evolution," Michael French.
The requirement for interdisciplinary analysis has been illustrated in previous sections. The above
quote from French leads to the conclusion of requiring interdisciplinary analysis. As was evident in the
fundamentals of dynamics, a dynamic system cannot be characterized without the interaction of several
fundamental disciplines, from structures to control, to aeroelasticity, to thermal, to fluids. A discipline
does not exist alone; therefore this analysis must now be expanded to include cost, operations, and manu-
facturability.
Classical interdisciplinary analysis is accomplished by using output data from one discipline as
input to another discipline analysis. This procedure requires a lot of care and is time-consuming because of
its sequential nature. A common approach today takes various specialized discipline codes and interactively
solves the interdisciplinary analysis using a hierarchical code. It works by making initial assumptions then
interactively moves through codes passing data from one code to the other until the system response has
been described. With modern high-speed computers, some success has been achieved in this manner.
Probably for most verification interdisciplinary analysis, this approach is the best due to the details and
large volumes of data required. If the method is not computationally efficient, it requires strong inter-
disciplinary communication.
Pye, in his book, "Nature of Design, ''4 discusses the interdisciplinary design problem and com-
promises on design. He talks about the sources of problems dealing with the manifestation and transfer of
energy. Pye states: "Any of these forms of energy is capable of producing changes, changes in things;
more exactly, redistribution of matter... Now whenever a change is made, by the passage of energy, and
a result is left, this event takes place in a group of things. Things are always together. They do not exist
separately and they cannot act separately... When you put energy into a system, you can never choose
what kind of changes shall take place and what kind of results shall remain... All you can do, and that
only within limits, is to regulate the amounts of the various changes. This you do by design, which is the
business of ensuring that at least you get the change you want along with all the others that you do not,
such as heat, noise, wear, and the rest."
Another approach starts by writing the constitutive equations with all the discipline terms included,
then solving this total describing set of equations. This approach is computer efficient but requires the dis-
cipline work on the system and not just in their detail special discipline, yet ensuring that each discipline is
properly accounted for. Several examples exist for this approach. Reference 35 describes how the
response of an ablative solid rocket motor nozzle can be analyzed including gas dynamics, thermal, and
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structural. Another example 36 is to have as a direct output from loads analysis, the detailed local loads and
stresses in the time domain using loads and stress transformation matrices.
A substantial amount of work on multidisciplinary optimization has been accomplished during the
last decade or two. Sobieski has spent much of his career developing theories and computer tools for con-
ducting this multidisciplinary design. He says, "The multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) is a new
engineering discipline that enables design of advanced aerospace vehicles, accounting for other conflicting
influences and requirements of the multitude of engineering disciplines involved. ''37 Sobieski further
states, "While multidisciplinary integration can be associated with the traditional aerospace disciplines of
aerodynamics, propulsion, structures, and controls, there are also the life cycle areas of manufacturability,
supportability, and cost which require integration. After all, it is the balanced design with equal or
weighted treatment of performance, cost, manufacturability, and supportability that has to be the ultimate
goal of multidisciplinary integration."
Although many excellent papers have been written on the details of accomplishing this task, if the
interdisciplinary approach to design is to be accepted, then certain fundamental practices must change. The
most important changes have to occur early in the concept selection phase of design. All aspects of the
interdisciplinary approach must be present so that the greatest quality leverage is possible and must include
not only technical engineering disciplines, but cost and schedules. Pugh addresses the importance of con-
cept selection in "Total Design." He states that outstanding design engineering can never right the short-
comings of poor concept selection. The concept selection team must include all disciplines such as cost and
manufacturing, to work an integrated approach that properly determines the sensitivities and thus evaluates
and weighs correctly all the trades. Also, it is essential at this time that the users and customers be involved
to ensure the proper requirements, options, and trades are made.
All steps of the design process that follow from concept selection must also take this integrated
approach, usually using concurrent engineering teams. The major problem faced in all the design phases is
the culture shift that the specialists must make. The specialists must maintain his great depth in the dis-
cipline and find a way to focus it through the system to look at the system interactions and implications.
Many times this approach can first be accomplished by simplifying the modeling detail in the areas of con-
cerns. Final verification probably requires a mixture of the simple and detailed with the emphasis shifting
to the detailed.
The discussion above has addressed the need for interdisciplinary analysis, the characteristics, and
potential approaches. The remaining question is how to implement the process within an organization. Key
to accomplishing this task is the establishment of an open environment to this new approach, usually
coming from the leadership. Concurrent engineering teams must then be selected and trained in not only
the need for interdisciplinary design, but all the tools and techniques. The teams must be an active, learn-
ing organization as characterized by Senge, in "The Fifth Discipline," tools must be assembled, networks
established for data exchange, and the process well established or people will revert back to their discipline
sandboxes without the desired successes."
IX. TESTING
"In reply to the question, Why don't you like solid rocket motors? You can't test
one before you fly it." Wernher von Braun.
Testing is a major tool in the design, verification, and operation of space systems from its smallest
component to the subsystem and the system. Testing has many roles in the design process, as noted in
section IV. This section discusses further needs and conditions of testing. Technology developmental
testing is the source of environmental characterization, materials characterization, structural responses
(static and dynamic), phenomenon characterization such as aeroelasticity, pogo, smart structures etc.
Without this exploratory technology and development testing, performance enhancement and quality
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would be very limited. Quality and acceptance testing plays a major role in ensuring hardware
(components such as electrical, hydraulic, mechanical) are of the quality to place in service. Nondestruct-
ible evaluation techniques play a major role in ensuring safe hardware. Verification testing plays a similar
role and also establishes the margin limits of hardware and software. Usually, in verification testing, some
of the hardware is carried to failure. As discussed in section IV, testing and failure provide a prime source
for identification of failure modes and the important parameters inducing failure. Also, there are many
types of tests with various objectives from screening hardware for safe use to understanding its basic char-
acteristics. All disciplines incorporate some form of testing. 38
The importance of the various roles of testing leads to several general principles and procedures
that are mandatory in order to ensure efficient and accurate testing. The basic principles are discussed in
the following:
(a) Model what you are going to test; test what you model--Test data in and of itself has no
meaning. Meaning is established based on a theory by which the data can be interpreted. Modeling the test
is simply taking a theory and modeling the test to that theory or theories. A structural test is modeled in
terms of whether the test is static or dynamic. A static test requires a load stress response model, while a
dynamic test requires a modal model. The model also serves to guide the test.
Model guidance includes definition and implementation of boundary conditions, instruments,
environment magnitude and location, and test parameter verification to ensure the results are what is
needed. Testing often produces unexpected findings. The model serves a point of departure for under-
standing the deviation or unexpected results. Deriving the model ensures a thorough thought process of the
physical phenomenon being tested, greatly enhancing understanding. After the test, the model serves as a
tool for extending predictions to many other conditions important for the design of a quality product.
(b) Refine the model, and the theory_ based on the test data--It is mandatory that during and after
the test the data be correlated with the theory/model, making correction and updating as appropriate. For
example: structural dynamicists have spent a large effort in developing computational techniques that
automatically change the model to match the test data. The updated model is invaluable during product
design and operations for it serves as a foundation for design changes, maintenance, and operational pro-
cedures, thus increasing the usability of the product.
(c) Data evaluation and data basing techniques are key to successful testing and program
integrity--Establishing sound data acquisition and evolution techniques is demanded for successful test-
ing. The techniques or procedures are rooted in what is to be extracted from the data. If the data are quasi-
static, large sampling times are permissible. Dynamic data sampling times are much shorter and are deter-
mined by the frequency contents: up to 30 samples for the highest frequency content of the data. Many
times real-time displays can be used to reveal the frequency content as well as the quasi-static data and
these techniques are well documented.
However, data basing the raw data and how long the data base is archived depends on the pro-
gram. The archived data base is a fundamental source of information as production and operations prob-
lems unfold. It also supports establishment of maintenance and operational procedures. For example, data
basing of turbomachinery vibration data allows characterizing the machine and the elimination of rogue
hardware during acceptance testing.
(d) A test is no better than its simulation characteristics--More tests have been compromised by
improper boundary conditions than for any other reason. If one wants to test a cantilevered beam
dynamically, the boundary conditions must be firmly fixed. Aerodynamic and fluid flow have the same
problem where supposedly small irregularities greatly alter the results. The principle is to work the bound-
ary conditions, test set up, and test control in order to produce a quality and successful test. This requires
an interaction between the test engineer, test conductor, analytical engineers, etc., in order to ensure ade-
quacy of the test in terms of the physical phenomenon being explored.
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(e) Instrument to get the characteristics you are looking for. The same is tree of the force appli-
cation and its control--As discussed previously, instrumentation and its location is done primarily wit[a-the
analytical model. It is also important that developmental hardware be designed for the instrumentation.
Test forces must be analyzed and well understood in order to not only properly determine the force appli-
cation points, directions, magnitudes, and phases, but also their behavior to failure. The test depends on
the use of adequate models as well as knowledge that test environments may have on all associated and
interacting discipline parameters. How one resolves instrumentation and force application issues deter-
mines one aspect of the quality of the test.
(f) Scaling of test hardware relative to full-scale requires a complete understanding of the
physics of the problem and its limits, or the test data will be misleading or meaningless----Testing in a
one-g environment requires not only scaling the hardware geometry, but also the manufacturing toler-
ances. Full-scale manufacturing tolerances coupled with scaled geometry produces large nonlinearities due
to the increased relative motion in joints, bearings, etc. Aerodynamics and fluid scaling to such things as
Reynolds numbers are well known, but not always carefully considered. Data interpretation depends
entirely on the practical knowledge of these dimensional scaling techniques, as well as does the test setup.
The additional roles of testing are covered in many papers and books dealing with these specialties. How-
ever, a test matrix is shown on figure 29, which can serve as a starting test design point. The characteris-
tics of each product will determine the final testing scope using all available information.
Several techniques have been developed in recent years that significantly broaden the scope and
efficiency of dynamic testing. Mass additive, a method for deriving constrained or fixed-base modes and
frequencies from free-free modes of a structure using mass-loaded boundaries, is now operational. Prob-
lems associated with design and development of test fixtures can be avoided using such an approach.
Results have shown that mass loading of the boundaries enables local interface modes to be measured
within the desired frequency bandwidth, thus allowing constrained modes to be derived with considerably
fewer free-free modes than for unloaded boundaries. 39
Another method has been developed for deriving constrained modes and frequencies from a
reduced model based on a subset of free-free modes plus the residual effects of neglected modes. 40 41 The
method involves a simple modification of the McNeal and Rubin component mode representation to allow
development of a verified constrained (fixed-base) structural model. Results for two space flight structures
having translational boundary degrees-of-freedom have shown quick convergence of constrained modes
using a measurable number of free-free modes plus the boundary portion of the residual flexibility matrix.
These two methods are an alternate test/analysis method when fixed-base testing proves impractical.
X. THE ROLES OF PROBLEMS HISTORY
"A prudent person profits from personal experience, a wise one from the experience
of others," Dr. Joseph Collins.
A key element in understanding how failures can happen is by studying failures experienced in the
past. Present day engineering is based on analysis and computer augmented design, with greatly reduced
testing. Testing, nominally, off-nominally, and to failure, in the past provided engineers with the hands-on
experience of failures and failure analysis and resolution. Most of today's aerospace engineers must
acquire failure knowledge from the study of prior problems.
The approach for applying the history of problems to current projects under development is rather
straightforward. First, study the documented history of problems, types, solutions, facilities, technology,
and the resulting knowledge (theory, sources, limits, guidelines, etc.) to understand the physics of the
problem and the solution. Second, modify results to the project under consideration. A natural outcome of
this tailoring is the further development and enhancement of models, simulations, test facilities, etc., that
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Test Area Specific Test Test Characteristics
I. Aeroelasticity I.a. I.a.
II. Structural
HI. Fluids
IV. Simulations/
Breadboards
Flutter, vortex shedding, diver-
gence, buffet
b. Aerodynamic
c. Acoustic
II.a. Dynamic
b. Static
c. Vibration
d. Coupon
e. Thermal
f. Proof
III.a. Water
b. Air
IV.a.
c. Propellants
d. Hydroelastic
Avionics
b. GN&C
c. Loads/dynamic response
b.
C.
II.a.
b.
C.
d.
e°
f.
III.a.
b.
C.
d.
IV.a.
b.
C.
Elastic scale model wind tunnel test to
determine stability boundaries.
Wind tunnel scale model testing to develop
aerodynamic characteristics and anchor ana-
lytical/computational models.
Scale model wind tunnel testing to determine
aeroacoustic environments.
Structural dynamic test to determine modal
characteristics and bench mark analytical
models.
Strength test to determine design margins
and failure modes.
Development, qualification, and acceptance
test of components.
Material characterization for stiffness,
strength, fatigue, and fracture mechanics.
Thermal vacuum testing for TPS, TCS, heat
transfer, and acceptance.
Structural testing for screening acceptable
materials flaws.
Internal flow testing of propulsion system
and its components to determine characteris-
tics and benchmark models.
Internal flow testing of propulsion system
and its components to determine characteris-
tics and benchmark models.
Dynamic propellant sloshing characteristics.
Testing to determine structural fluid
coupling.
Breadboarding of avionics, hydraulic, soft-
ware to develop and verify system.
Simulation of a space system with GN&C
to understand sensitivities, design, and verifi-
cation.
Simulations to determine sensitivities/
interactions of dynamics and loads.
Figure 29. Test options.
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Test Area Specific Test Test Characteristics
d. Thermal d.
V. Qual/Acceptance
VI. Propulsion
VII. Nondestructive
Evaluation/Testing
V.a. Vibration
b. Thermal Vacuum
c. Acoustics
d. Proof
Vl.a. Engine Systems
b. Engine Components
c. Solid Rocket Motors
d. Vehicle Propulsion Systems
e. Spacecraft Propulsion Systems
VII.a. X ray
b. Dye Penetrant
c. Sonic/Ultrasonic
d. Proof
Thermal vacuum testing to verify thermal
environments/systems.
V.a. High frequency shock and vibration testing
of components to verify lift and screen man-
ufacturing flaws.
b. Thermal vacuum testing of components to
environments and responses.
c. Acoustical testing of systems to verify
responses.
d. Static testing to screen flaws and verify use
life.
VI.a. Hot fire testing to verify characteristics and
margins and sensitivities.
b. Ditto
c. Ditto
d. Ditto
e. Ditto
VII.a. Evaluation of structures, etc., to determine/
screen flaws without damaging system.
b. Ditto
c. Ditto
d. Ditto
Figure 29. Test options (continued).
are required of good design. Updated models and test facilities are the basis for solving the complex prob-
lems that developed during the new product's design and operation. The importance of having this past
knowledge, and these updated tools and facilities going into a new product design cannot be overstated.
Numerous examples may be cited where the program would have been canceled had these technologies,
tools, skills, and facilities not existed. The ATD lox pump for the SSME is a classic example. In this case,
a deadline was given for the solution of the bearing wear problem or program cancellation. The combined
skills of users, producers, and universities, assuming a concurrent engineer team, their flow facilities, test
stand, manufacturing unit, and the newly developed silicon nitride ball bearing technology, were the
contributing factors that ensured a solution in time to save the program. Current and future programs,
therefore, depend on past and present problem solving histories in skills, tools, facilities, and enabling
technologies. These existing problem history sources, knowledge, and design guidelines serve as the
foundation of future programs.
Design and operation of space programs are very complex and include space vehicles, spacecraft,
payloads, m.anufacturing facilities, and operations facilities that continuously push state-of-the-art technol-
ogy m engineering, management, and leadership. The systems developed are highly tuned and
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balanced between competing requirements. This statement is true whether designing a turbopump; balanc
ing the hydro output (pressure, flow) with vibration, stability, life, weight, and cost; or a launch vehicle's
performance versus operational robustness, cost, and schedule. In general, these systems are high-per-
formance driven, leading to highly tuned systems sensitive to small changes.
Another role that problem history study plays in a product's success and survival depends on the
time phase and innovation eloquently discussed by Utterback in "The Dynamics of Innovation. ''42 There
are two major observations. The first addresses the shifting of emphasis from the product development
(technology) to the process (fig. 30). The second deals with the impacts of the invading radically innova-
tive technologies on the established products (fig. 31). Invading technologies cause the established prod-
ucts to accomplish bursts of improvements to counteract the invasion. For a period of time this works;
however, if the invading technologies are strong, they can win out and replace the established product.
The evolution of the mechanical typewriter to the electric, which was finally replaced by word processors,
is an example.
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design occurs
Fluid Pattern
Product innovation
Transition Pattern
Process innovation
Specific Pattern
Product From high variety, to dominant design, to incremental innovation on
standardized products.
Process Manufacturing progress from heavy reliance on skilled labor and general-purpose
equipment to specialized equipment tended by low-skilled labor
Organization From entrepreneurial organic firm to hierarchical mechanistic firm with defined tasks
and procedures and few rewards for radical innovation
Market From fragmented and unstable with diverse products and rapid feedback to
commodity-like with largely undifferentiated products
Competition From many small firms with unique products to an oligopoly of firms with similar products
Figure 30. The dynamics of innovation.
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Figure 31. Performance of an established and invading product, burst of improvement in established
product.
As figure 31 indicates, in parallel with this product development is the shift from an innovation to a
process improvement to final standardization. Clearly, as the product life is in its early phase, where tech-
nology development and implementation is the focus, problem history and grasp is very important as it
guides the technology development focus, including the determination of the technologies and systems
needs. The problems experienced drive the technology program. The process of moving a product into an
established phase requires technology focus, leadership, and managers in order to understand problems,
their sources, and their system's impacts. As the product moves into the process controlled phase, the
emphasis is fine-tuning the technology and processes to achieve better operations, higher reliability, and
lower cost. This process focus of leadership must be keenly aware of problem prevention. Problem his-
tory plays a major role also in this process-controlled phase of the product. The transition period between
technology focus and process focus is also very critical, and it is here that the product makes it or it does
not. The role of problem history analysis is significant in the transition phase. Comparable conclusions
were drawn by Handy. 43
Space exploration is certainly in the transition period, where much of the products technology is at
the standardized phase, even though space exploration requires even higher performance. The product
design emphasis is shifting to the process focus with cost, operations, and reliability playing key roles.
High-performance systems require attention and care or problems erode the gain required for cost and
operational efficiency.
Thinking about this evolution and the role problem analysis and history plays, an interrelationship
emerges, which is required to solve development, operating, and invading technologies threats. As an
aside, there comes a time when a decision must be made to incorporate the invading technologies or pre-
pare eventually to go out of business. The salient interrelationships are generally between people
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development (learning organization), tool development (facilities are included), and technology develop-
ment. People skills, both technical and leadership, must be constantly developed. Style of organizational
leadership starts at the top, technical leadership starts at the bottom. First-line supervisors must necessarily
be style and technical leaders. Style without technology is like an English teacher that writes eloquently but
has nothing to write about. Most often, this learning is best accomplished by working and developing
technology options, first during the product emerging phase and then during the sustaining process con-
trolled phase. It is also clear that if this second leg, technology, is not developed parallel with the product
development, a time will come when the product will be lost without supporting technological solutions.
The third interrelationship leg is tool development and maintenance. The.tools leg is multifaceted covering
analysis, testing, information networks, facilities, and management. There are numerous examples in
space exploration when simultaneous execution of these three legs saved a program (product).
How does this interrelationship relate to the study of problem history analysis? Problem history
analysis plays at least two major roles: (1) it serves as source of knowledge that relates in a way no
academic process can, showing the depth and subtleties of a problem and system interactions and sensi-
tivities; and (2) it provides the road map and information for developing the technology gap analysis, and
thus, the priorities and programs that develop the supporting technologies. Problem history analysis can
help identify the competing technologies and provide the basis for a product shift; however, history has
shown that the competing technologies usually emerge from the outside.
Complications also arise because of the funding approach, and many problems are introduced as a
result. The dominating problem is the stretching of funds and schedules which transfers issues from
design to operations, greatly increasing operations cost, and decreasing flexibility. In the end, design is
always a balance between the multitude of conflicting design parameters and requirements.
Petroski, in "Design Paradigms, ''27 relates that design usually starts to analyze a problem in the
middle, based on past experiences and scaling forgetting to start at the beginning. He further discusses
how design changes are made without considering other effects that solving the immediate problem
creates. Any design change can introduce new failure modes or bring into play latent failure modes.
Change must be analyzed within the objective of the original design. Senge in his notable work on systems
data concluded that, "if any small change is made to a system, the whole system must adjust to that
change."44
As a project unfolds from the concept through development phase, problems develop during the
design, the development, and the operations of space systems. These problems have both a real-time and
long-term effect. Many times, in fact most of the time, analysis techniques and tools, testing techniques
and tools, materials development and characterization and manufacturing techniques and tools are not ade-
quate to understand and solve the problem. Large efforts are expended to expand these technologies,
understand the problems, and design fixes so that a successful program occurs. The next program
assumes this same complexity, building more tools, criteria, and requirements instead of pursuing sim-
plicity and robustness. This technology should be used to emphasize robustness in future systems. 29 One
of the most interesting aspects of the evolving culture (still present in aerospace engineering) was the inno-
vation and creativity engineers brought to the analysis and solution of problems. This was particularly true
before high-speed, large-capacity computers, when engineers could not brute force the computational
analysis, but had to rely piece-wise on sound physical principle and innovative ways of coping with the
problems. The study of problems illuminates this expression of creativity.
As a result of the high-performance requirements and programmatic constraints, the design, devel-
opment, and implementation of these requirements has led to many bottlenecks and operations problems in
aerospace. In addition, operational costs have sky-rocketed as decisions were pushed down stream. Is the
high cost due to major design process errors or a complex evolving technology? Space exploration by its
nature involves risks, costs, failures, etc. However, the aerospace industry has matured to the point where
changes can be implemented to reduce cost and operations (not eliminate), etc. A better design approach
considers all costs and program phases concurrently in order to reduce total cost. Figures 32 and 33
illustrate this concept.
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Thestudyof problemsis oneof thesourcesarchivingthis approachandsuccessin the futureof
aerospacengineering.Problemhistoryshouldbeapartof everydesigntask,allowingafull consideration
of thepotentialfailuremodesaswell astheknowledgeof howtheyoccurandthesource.Theglobalcom-
petitionstogetherwith a moreinformedcustomerarebringingto theengineersdesignsceneseveralpast
andpresentconsiderationswhich mustbe learnedor thecompetitiveedgeis lost. As a generalstatement,
in thepast,the basicfocusof theengineerhasbeenondesigningfor performance:morepower,speed,
etc.Payload-to-orbithasbeenthedriving considerationof launchvehicles.In today'senvironment,the
engineermuststill achieveperformance,butperformanceis notenough.Supportability,costoperations,
andreliability must now be an integral part of thedesignoptimizationrealm.This addedrequirement
greatlycomplicatesthedesignprocessandprovidesamajorchallengeto engineering.
If thesetasksareto beaccomplished,severaldesignprocesschangesmustbe developed.Cost
drivers must be formulated, analyzed,and completelyunderstood.The sameis true for operations,
quality, andreliability, andusability.Oncetheselistshavebeenformulated,characterized,andsumma-
rized,metricsmustbedevelopedfor measuringthem.This taskis notsimple,sincemuchof theavailable
dataareeither not in thecorrect form or arenot applicableto thedesigntask.With this understanding,
analyticalformulationsfor thedesignanalysis(multidisciplinary)mustbedevelopedsothatsensitivityand
tradestudiescanbeconductedandoptimumdesignconcepts elected.
Thecomplexityof this newapproachis clear,for example,costmustincludedevelopment,verifi-
cation,manufacturing,maintenance,andoperations.The parametersthat drive manufacturingcostcan
verywell conflict with thedriversof operationcostsor cangreatlycompromiseperformance.Operations
of a spacesysteminclude logistics, assembly,processing,checkout,refurbishment(reuse),facilities,
supportequipment(computers,software,hardware,etc.),andflight operationalsupport.If the systemis
manned,additionaldesignfactorsmustbeconsidered.Again,operationalconsiderationscanconflictwith
notonly costconsiderationsbutalsowith performance.
Thesectionon robustnessfurtherillustratesthisincreasedcomplexity.Themanyconflictingtrades
andknowledgerequiredto achieveperformance-drivendesign,andtheincreaseddimensionabilityof the
problemby addingcost,operations,etc., is obvious.The designprocessandanalysiscomplexity may
increaseasthesquareof thenumberof parametersinvolved,but the increasingdimensionsin designare
unavoidablefor thefutureof productcompetition.
XI. ORGANIZATIONAL FUNDAMENTALS
"At work, the potter sits before a lump of clay on a wheel. Her mind is on the clay,
but she is also aware of sitting between her past experiences and her future prospects. She
knows exactly what has and has not worked for her in the past. She has an intimate
knowledge of her work, her capabilities, and her markets. As a craftsman, she is working
in her mind as her hands are working the clay. The product that emerges on the wheel is
likely to be in the tradition of her past work. But she may break away and embark on a new
path. Even so, the past is no less present, projecting itself into the future.
"In my metaphor, managers are craftsmen and strategy is their clay. Like the potter,
they sit between a past of corporate capabilities and a future of market opportunities. And if
they are truly craftsmen, they bring to their work and equally intimate knowledge of the
materials at hand. That is the essence of crafting strategy." "Mintzberg on Management,"
by Henry Mintzberg.
Generally, the design process cannot surpass the quality of the organization in terms of leadership
and management; therefore, a brief discussion of their fundamentals is here acknowledged. Organizational
fundamentals have been derived from many years experience in the design process, training sessions, and
the plethora of literature. The bibliography includes most of those management concepts that have
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influenced the "how to" of business.The overriding principles of successfuldesign are twofold:
empowermentandteaming.In reality, it is possibleto exercisetheseprinciplesindependently;but prac-
tically, they play best togetherasa unit. Also, it is not practicalto separateempowermentandteaming
from leadershipandmanagement.Thekeyorganizationalelementsfundamentalto successfuldesignare:
empowerment,teaming,leadership,andmanagement.
A. Empowerment
Design success is closely coupled with the degree of empowerment given to each person involved
in the design tasks. Empowerment is probably not a well understood principle; therefore, it is necessary to
break it down into subprinciples. The first subprinciple states that the task, requirements, and products
must be clearly defined, but not to the level that it overly constrains the configuration. This principle
cannot be overemphasized. Otherwise, creativity and innovation are lost as well as motivation (see sections
III and IV). The second subprinciple defines empowerment to include all resources necessary to do the
task, such as people, facilities, dollars, etc. Empowerment without resources is pseudoempowerment.
Success will be achieved only to the degree that the authority is given in terms of the tasks and the
resources provided. The third subprinciple indicates that the decision authority must be set at the lowest
level possible. The person or team responsible for the product makes the decisions; not the managers and
leaders that they report to. Empowerment without authority is an empty term that breeds poor quality.
B. Teaming
It is often said that it is impossible to succeed without teaming, which is very likely a good con-
clusion. Engineers do not work in isolation. They receive inputs from others in order to correlate tasks,
and pass outputs to others as a finished product or a required part. With today's emphasis on teams, from
skunkworks to ad hoc, some warnings, guidelines, and characteristics are needed. Organizational setup
does not guarantee success. Teams are merely tools that can enhance the product design. Many companies
have spent millions of dollars and excessive time creating teams to ensure quality and profits and still
failed. What causes success or failure of teams is the key question.
Directly coupled to empowerment is the principle of teaming. The current terminology used is con-
current engineering teams. The concept is that all the disciplines involved in a product are brought together
in a team to enhance communications and synergy. Senge, in his book 44 "The Fifth Discipline," states "the
tendency of a team is to perform at the level of the weakest member. However, with the proper leadership
through synergy, a team performs at a level above the stronger members." There are several fundamentals
of teaming that are important (fig. 34). The team structure and membership must be geared to the game
being played (product). For example, golf is an individual game, while football is a very formal game of
many specialists highly and formally integrated. There is no magic team structure. It cannot increase
capability, only the opportunity to achieve it. This leads to the second principle that the skills (required), at
least skill potentials, are selected for the membership. These skills must be continuously trained and
honed; projects do not provide sufficient time to greatly enhance initial skills. The third main principle is
that the team generally is no better than its leadership. The word "leadership" is chosen for emphasis
because proper skills and resources leadership, coupled with empowerment, is more important than
management. As was discussed under empowerment, objectives and requirements must be clearly defined,
but not constrictive to creativity and innovation.
C. Leadership
"Without vision the people perish. ''45 The first principle of leadership is to develop and infuse
vision to the lowest level. Infused vision will guide, motivate, and energize an organization, a team, or
individuals. It is interesting that with vision, many of the management tasks are unnecessary and lead to a
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.
4.
5.
.
Teaming
There is no one team approach. Team structure must match the job that has to be done.
• Individual performance (Golf)
• Team of players who perform their parts of the game apart from each other (Baseball)
• Team of small number of players. Success depends on high degree of interaction (Volleyball)
• Team of a large number of players who function as members of a unit (Football)
(very formal in organization and roles).
Teams, team make-up, strategy, leadership, etc. Must be geared to the game (mission).
Examples: Golf is individualistic, Baseball is combination of individual skill and team,
Football is strongly a formal team approach.
Teams are product orientated/matrix is discipline orientated.
A team is no better than the skills of the individuals brought to the task.
The tendency of the team to perform at the level of lowest skill of any team members skill;
however, with the proper leadership a team through synergy can perform at a level higher than
any one person individual member ("The Fifth Discipline," Senge).
The leader (coach) tries to get consensus; however, in the end he has to make a decision and
move forward after listening to each team member.
7. No magic brew in teaming. Does not increase capability, only the opportunity to achieve
through communication and integration.
• Cannot accomplish more than skills assigned to it (Human Resources)
• Except for very long team projects, time does exist to enhance initial skills
• Skills assigned must match the job
• The leader assigned is as important as the team members
- Listener - Synthesizer
- Integrator - Symbolizes
- Mediator - Keep focus
- Leadership - Decision-making ability
8. Clear, Concise, Assignment
• Mission
• Purpose
• Objective
• Goals
• Job
Comments I hear over and over: team does not know what it is to accomplish. Leader does not
keep us focused.
.
10.
11.
Must have well defined metrics.
Must have authority and resources to accomplish the job.
All meetings must have agendas, objectives, etc.
Figure 34. Teaming.
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
Teaming (continued)
Operate using
• WBS
• Critical path schedule
• Action plans
Team member characteristics
• Specific discipline skills
• Analysis and test skills
• Team player
- Works well with others
- Contributor
- Communicator
- Listener
- Tolerant
- Systems perception
Cross-fertilization of team's members brings insight and enhances communication and
integration.
Provides a strong sense of identity with a product and sense of accomplishment when successful.
Have withdrawals if forced to leave or disband team.
Concerns
• Tendency to become self-perpetuating
• Hidden Agendas
• Discipline skills deteriorate (become generalists)
Figure 34. Teaming (continued).
large reduction in constraints. Another leadership function is providing empowerment, authority, and
resources. Provisions for continuous training are a part of this function. Many excellent books on leader-
ship are referenced. 46-59
XII. SPECIAL TOOLS
Scattered throughout the previous sections are statements on various tools of the trade of engineer-
ing. It seemed important to discuss to some degree the types of tools available and some listing of potential
tools for use. This is not an exclusive list. Tools are also under constant development; therefore, each
engineer must find what the latest list is and choose his tools accordingly.
Engineering tasks have always required special tools, whether they be signs in the shop, slide
rules, computers, or graphics. In our age of information explosion and implosion, the use of tools is even
more important and is not only hardware, but analytical, computational, etc. Large amounts of information
require that it be collapsed or reduced to symbols or top-level parameters for digestion, understanding, and
communication. This process, however, means that we are giving up information (details into top-level
symbols or parameters) in order to efficiently engineer projects. Two fundamentals in the use of tools are
necessary for success: (1) the engineer must be well grounded in the fundamentals of his or her discipline
and he or she must continually think in terms of the physics of the problem (computers can never replace
this), and (2) he or she must thoroughly understand a wide scope of tools, physical, analytical, and
computational, available for his use. This means a constant testing of the underlying assumptions,
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constraints,etc.,of the tools in ordernot to apply thetools to areaswherethey arenot valid. This is a
majorproblemof youngengineers--blindlyacceptingatoolandtheresultsit gives.Thisprincipleapplies
to analysis,test,manufacturing,andcomputation.With thesetwoprinciplesasafoundation,toolsareone
keyto successfulengineering.
Toolsfall into severalcategories,someof whichare:
(1) Computational
(2) Testing
(3) Graphics
(4) Mathematical
(5) Dataevaluation/processing
(6) Management
(7) Groundsupportequipment(GSE)
(8) Manufacturing.
Figure 35 is a matrix that lists representativetools, their characteristics,and applications.The
readershouldbeawarethat this is only arepresentativelist at a givenpoint in time andmustbe made
completeandcurrentby thepracticingengineer.Many sourcesareavailablefor doing this andinclude
textbooks,referencebooks,technicalpublicationsby thetechnicalsocieties,etc.The point is tools are
necessaryfor the accurateandefficient designandoperationof anyspacesystem.ShockandVibration
Programsreference60 is anexcellentexample.
Category/Tool
• CAD/CAM/CAE
-IDEAS
-Pro Engineering
- Intergraph EMS
- Auto CAD
• Response
- MATLAB
-TREE TOPS
-NASTRAN
• Control System Synthesis
- Nyquist
- Root Locus
- TREE TOPS
Application
Computer-aided design, manufacturing, engineering that is integrated to
allow electronic data transfer and a direct link between engineering and
manufacturing.
Codes for writing the equations and solving for the dynamic/transient
response of spacecraft, launch vehicles, and structural systems.
Codes to determine control system logic, stability, and response.
Figure 35. Tools with application.
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Categ0ry/Tqql
• Robotics
- Manufacturing
- Deployment
- Retrieval
- Handling
• Random Vibration
- Data Evaluation (Frequency
transformation)
- Data Basing
• Networking
• Virtual Reality
• Rotordynamics
-TRAP
-ROTDYN
- CRITSPD
- INCYL
- ITURB
• Artificial Intelligence
• Design of Experiments (DOE)
• Quality Function Deployment
(QFD)
• Probabilistics
- NESSUS
• Computer Graphics
• Acoustics
• Propellant Dynamics
- LOMAN
- SLOSH-5
- Hydroelastic Slosh
Application
The use of control logic coupled with manipulator arms, etc., to accomplish
various manufacturing, retrieval, and deployment.
Transformation of time domain dynamic data into frequency domain data.
Electronic storage of data by serial number, etc., of components, sub-
systems, etc., for each of recovery and evaluation.
Electronic transfer of engineering data, information, and communications.
The use of computers, etc., to simulate physical phenomena.
Turbomachinery, rotordynamics, analysis, package (code) that performs
nonlinear response, critical frequencies, etc., of rotating systems.
Nonsynchronous, flexible rotor dynamics program to determine stability and
orbit response of a flexible rotor.
Code to determine critical speeds of rotors/turbomachinery.
Turbulent-laminar hybrid cylindrical bearing characteristics.
Steady-state bearing seal systems characteristics.
Use of computer logic, etc., to provide intelligence to systems.
A method for determining the optimum sets of parameters for efficient
testing and analysis.
Method for requirements flow down.
Codes to perform probabilistic design/analysis for systems.
Codes for accomplishing both static and animation graphics of physical
systems.
Codes for calculating acoustical modes, frequencies, and pressures.
Linear solution of sloshing providing equivalent mass, spring model.
Finite element approach to fluid sloshing.
Mode shape and frequencies of coupled fluid/structures tank.
Figure 35. Tools with application (continued).
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Category/Tool
- LO BOND
- LAMPS
- LHMAC2
• Fracture Control
- NASCRC
- FLAW GRO
- NDE
- X-Ray
- Ultrasonic
- Dye Penetrants
• Computational Mechanics
- NASTRAN
- ANSYS
- STARDYNE
- EAL
- ABACUS
- PATRAN
- SINDA
- TRASYS
- TSS
- CMA
• Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
- GRIDGEN, GENIE++, EAGLEVIEW,
CAGI, GEN2D, HYPGEN, SAFE
- OVERFLOW, GASP, FDNS, ROTOR
- PLOT3D, FAST
- RAMP, RAMP2, MOC, SPF/2,
PLIMP/LSD
- REMCAR, GASRAD, SEPRAD,
RAVFAC
- BLIMPK88, LANMIN, DATCOM,
STATE
- FMAERO, BURNETT, DSMCPLUME
-OISPS, CPCMS, VAEPPS,
PCBOOM3, FSI, ATMS
ADDlication
Low-g sloshing mode shapes and frequencies.
Low-g large amplitude sloshing of a liquid.
Description of large amplitude sloshing of a liquid in a tank.
Critical flaw size.
Critical flaw size and growth.
Nondestructive crack/flaw detection.
Finite element structural analysis.
Finite element structural analysis, thermal analysis.
Finite element structural analysis.
Finite element structural analysis.
Finite element structural analysis.
Grid generator for structural, fluid, and thermal analysis.
Thermal analysis.
Thermal analysis.
Thermal analysis.
Nozzle ablation.
Grid generation codes.
Flow solvers.
Post processing/graphics code.
Plume flow fields.
Plume radiation.
Aeroheating.
Orbital aerodynamics.
Fluid dynamic data analysis.
Figure 35. Tools with application (continued).
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XIII. THE DESIGN CYCLE
"It is important for all of us to understand how engineers choose and plan the
changes they make, because engineers have an effect upon the kind of world we live in out
of all proportion to their numbers." "Engineering and the Mind's Eye," by Eugene S.
Ferguson.
Implementation of the systems design phases discussed in section IV involves many different pro-
cesses. The structural system of a launch vehicle is chosen as an example to illustrate the process of the
design cycle. Details vary for the design of various type systems, and this example should contain the
essential process principles for most design forum. Assessing final structural design assumptions, input
data, and structural margins is one of the major tasks in space exploration projects. The end result is a
statement of performance margins as safety factors on ultimate and yield stresses, fracture limits and con-
trol, fatigue lifetime, reuse criteria, stability factors, deflections and clearances, operational criteria and
procedures, handling criteria, etc. The process is normally called a load cycle and is time and labor inten-
sive, very complex, and involves much more than structural considerations. The design cycle starts with
mission and flight performance analyses as discussed in section IV and moves through the vehicle concept
options and selection, which involve many trades and sensitivity studies. The design process then contin-
ues with control studies, dynamic response analysis, loads determination, heat transfer analysis, etc. The
structural analysis phase of the design begins once the correct inputs are given to determine the design
parameters, the design configuration, and the resulting verified margins. Each of these tasks requires def-
inition of environments for each mission phase as well as all expected changes and parameter variations
including manufacturing, assembly, operations, etc. The goodness of the structural design is, therefore,
contingent on the adequacy of each part and step of the total process. Most tools and techniques to imple-
ment the design process are now standard and available. Invariably, however, unique phenomena emerge
that must be resolved by the organizational readiness discussed in section XI.
The design process is essentially the same whether one is dealing with a launch vehicle, or its
components, facilities, payload, satellites, orbiting platforms, etc. In general, design requires massive
information flow, which is one key to project success. Flowing results and iterative changes from one
discipline to another and across interfaces is very important. Interface control document (ICD), environ-
ment definition, constraints, and the like are all a part of this design process. Other factors are leadership
and management of the process, adequate analysis and testing tools, data basing, communications, people
skills, and training.
Although not shown explicitly on many flow charts of load cycles, material characterization is
another key to design success. Materials characterization is usually stated in some statistical manner such
as A-base. The data take several forms depending on the discipline task that uses it. Most structural analy-
ses require the quantification of element stiffness such as axial, torsional, bending, etc. Hence, the static
strength properties of yield and ultimate are required. Special analysis such as fatigue, fracture mechanics,
and stability requires additional materials characterization. Also, structural goodness depends on the update
and accuracy of these data. Materials characterization applies not only to standardized data bases, but to the
uniquely generated data bases for specific design problems in progress. Successful design requires the
structural engineers and the materials engineers and specialists to be in constant contact and have a work-
ing knowledge of each others discipline.
A. General or Overall Approach
The approach chosen for structural design and verification must be comprehensive, consistent, and
focused. Therefore, it is necessary that common philosophies, requirements, criteria, environment data
base, models, analysis approaches, verification requirements, configurations, and missions be employed
by all disciplines, vehicle systems, and system elements to ensure design maturity, compatible risk
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assessment, and design margins. The total process must be planned, implemented, and managed, starting
with mission requirements and moving through disciplines performance analyses and verifications. This
process then sets many of the operational procedures and constraints. Figure 36 outlines the total process.
Notice that operational drivers and requirements must be initially identified, with evolution occurring
through refinement of the design process (see feedback loop). Cost is a fundamental control in the
process.
Configuration/Mass
?_nerli,__ _._Environments I_ _ -r_,,,_ I
AnalyM_/_ii_elines J[ _ I \\ "_k_ ___jl_ , ,I DvVi_iP:_°nnt I
\ _ / \ \l Heat Transfer I ///
_1 IPerformance Analysis 1_ _ _AiAnalysisl_i/I
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\ .11 .,her. _ _ _'l Analysis I _t /
. Des'gAssumption is made that the configuration has_-__
been selected. _ _.
A sim ar cycle exists for concept and _ _.
configuration selection. _ "_M I
generation of models basedInherent in all these areas are the _ Operations [
on simplifying assumptions and specialized computer codes.
Figure 36. Load cycle.
Figure 37 attempts to tie all the different environments, analysis, testing, design verification, and
operations tasks together, and figure 38 shows the makeup of a typical set of environments.
Figure 39 portrays a launch vehicle design matrix of configuration inputs with systems and opera-
tional requirement and constraints. Their interactions identify evolving tasks and associated disciplines
leading to quantified design products and verification requirements.
Up front, the basic problem facing design and verification tasks should be clearly stated. The
problem: all analyses and tests are limited simulations that attempt to predict trends and approximate physi-
cal validity. In other words, models are models, not exact representations of physical law, but are mathe-
matical assumptions of these laws. The number and kind of assumptions determine the degree of replica-
tion. Hardware testing in general does not duplicate flight experience, because it is usually a ground test of
partial systems and assumed environments. Test constraints, etc., set the limitations as assumptions do in
analysis. How these pieces are put together determines the validity of the design. This problem is apparent
for all the different pieces of the structural process, which starts with the configuration.
1. Statistical Implications. One important piece to the puzzle present in all of the parts of the pro-
cess is the statistical significance of the data. Uncertainties in the definition of loads and environments,
materials properties, geometric variables, manufacturing processes, engineering models, analysis tools,
and so on, and all types of testing including development and verification and certification lead to uncer-
tainties in space vehicle and structural design, and ultimately safety. Quantifying and understanding
"problem uncertainties" and their influence of design variables through sensitivity analysis develop a better
engineered, designed, and safer system. Two formats available for characterizing design uncertainties are
deterministic and probabilistic addressed in section V. Because of its historical influence, simplicity,
generality, and compatible data base availability, deterministic is the prevailing method used in most
semistatic structures.
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2. Configuration Definition. The configuration must be defined very specifically for the various
analysis and development testing to end up with the required structural design and verification analyses
and test. The definition starts with the line drawings, defining all dimensions and interfaces, and identify-
ing the various major subsystems and elements. Mass characteristics by elements, subsystems, and sys-
tems are first stated as mass, inertia, and center of gravity, followed by mass distributions that are required
for dynamics and control analyses. Propulsive characteristics must be included along with basic mission
objectives. Concurrent with this configuration definition is the establishment of the general philosophy,
guidelines, and criteria. 61 It must be emphasized that all these definitions and characteristics be consistent
across all analyses that feed data to the final structural analysis, which must be ensured through manage-
ment prescribed procedures.
3. Philosophy, Criteria, Ground Rules, and Guidelines. Another part of the design process noted
in figure 39 matrix is the definition of the underlying philosophy, criteria, standards, and guidelines placed
on the project. Criteria, standards, and guidelines set the design and the verification requirements. They, in
general, are legally binding and are therefore a fundamental focus of verification. Criteria not satisfied
must be wavered or the product is redesigned to meet the requirements. Legal requirements must be
simple, unambiguous, concise, and direct, providing order to the engineering process; but not over-
powering to where they stifle creativity and remove responsibility, as discussed in sections II and III.
Determining the design and operational philosophy is the last guiding decision to be made. Many times it is
dictated by top management. This is not the best approach; philosophy should be originated by a team
representing all disciplines affected by the choice (section XI).
4. Mission Requirements and Analysis. The first part of mission analysis is to determine the basic
requirements. Payloads to orbit requirements include inclination, orbit position, launch vehicle and launch
site (section IV). For a satellite, requirements include orbit, orientation, pointing, and stability. The
mission analysis necessary for the load cycle moves from requirements to define mission sequence of
events, timelines, to abort considerations, etc. This task should not precede the configuration definition. In
reality, the two move concurrently, along with preliminary performance analysis and iterations. Once the
real load cycle starts, an iteration has been partially accomplished. However, the resulting loads basically
influence the sequence of events and timelines, and must be fed back as a part of the fine-tuning process.
The completeness of these definitions is important to the process cycle. In fact, some would put trans-
portation, assembly definitions, etc., as a part of this process task. Regardless, missions requirements
must be specifically defined in order to identify all subsequent analyses required.
5. Environments Definition. Definition and verification of the environments required for all the
various analyses and test tasks are very critical to structural reliability. Not only must the mean be deter-
mined, but also its variations. In general, a statistical representation is preferred. The environments must
be established in a consistent data base; however, each analysis task usually requires a different formula-
tion. For example, rigid-body vehicle control analysis for ascent flight only needs total aerodynamic
coefficients of normal forces, drag, and moments, while an elastic-body loads analysis must also include
aerodynamic distributions along the vehicle body points correlated or consistent with the rigid-body data.
Environments are classified as natural and induced. The natural environments are: atmospheric
winds, temperatures, atmospheric density, solar pressures, magnetic fields, chemical, and gravitational
(figs. 37 and 38). Induced environments are broader in scope and can be complex nonlinear functions of
the system operating conditions and responses. Typical examples of external flow are aerodynamics,
aeroacoustics, propulsion, acoustics, overpressure, thrust, flaunting pressures, drag, noise, electro-
magnetic, solar pressure, aeroheating, and plume heating. Internal flow environments include acoustics,
pressures, turbulence, and temperature. Other induced environments are pyroshock, vibration, control
forces, and propulsive steady state, flaunting, and acoustics forces (see figs. 37 and 38 for more details).
To the degree that these environments can be understood and quantified, is to a large measure the
degree that structural integrity can be determined. With the complex shapes and high-performance
requirement of modern space systems, the problem of accurately determining environments must be
balanced with the best in human skills, design tools, and as testing techniques. The design engineer must
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apply well-formulated theories in computational fluid, mechanics, and statistical tools in conjunction with
test. Demming emphasizes the importance of theory in data interpretation. The approach generally is to
anchor all analysis tools through benchmarking against special test and known data (fig. 40).
Analysis
- Models
- Simulations
- Codes
I
lib,..._
Verified Models
and Database
Testing
- Benchmarking
- Develop
- Parametric
- Verification
Figure 40. Process.
6. Flight Mechanics and Performance. Outputs of the flight mechanics and performance analysis
required for design and verification occur in several trajectory sets that are generated to create a three-sigma
condition for each unique discipline design. For example, a three-sigma trajectory for a launch vehicle with
thermal environments is different from a three-sigma trajectory set with loads. This analysis task then has
two basic functions; the first of which is to determine the three-sigma performance characteristics and the
performance reserves and residuals that size the tankage and set certain parts of the mission sequence. The
second function generates the specialized three-sigma reference trajectories required for all the design and
verification tasks, including but not limited to loads, thermal, control, aborts, maneuvers, aeroelastic, run
and docking, orbit transfer, reentry, and landing.
Between the mission analysis and the flight or orbital mechanics, the baseline trajectory, timelines,
sequence of events, etc., are determined. They provide the framework for all design and verification
analyses (fig. 41). As a part of this process, analyses that use and follow performance analysis must feed
back into the performance discipline all constraints that influence its optimization. For example, to meet the
space shuttle q (aerodynamic pressure) constraint, two options are available, SSME throttling and trajec-
tory lofting. SSME throttling is more optimum in that there is only 25-1b payload loss for each 1 lb/ft 2
reduction in q, whereas lofting has the penalty of 150- to 200-1b payload loss per 1 lb/ft 2 q reduction. The
qa and qfl constraints can be met by a and fl shaping, wind biasing, load relief, and operational day of
launch constraints.
All of these constraints cost the system. For example, load relief costs performance and introduces
a high thermal load when the path error caused by this load relief is corrected (fig. 42). In all cases, it is a
tuning between conflicting requirements, demanding open communication and continuous feedback in
order to achieve the best system. Obviously, cost, reliability, and schedules greatly influence these deci-
sions. Therefore, good understanding and communications must exist between all design and analysis
groups to ensure completeness and compatibility. This is true whether dealing with a launch vehicle, a
satellite, space station, etc. The analyses and trades may be different, but the process is basically the same.
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7. Control and Dynamics Analysis. Control and dynamics analysis is fundamental to the loads
cycle, which generally sets the boundaries for the induced environments. In fact, the control forces them-
selves are part and parcel of these induced environments. There are two fundamental ways that these
effects can be determined first. The control discipline in the natural design process determines the control
design, including the control system logic and all its parameter variations that satisfy both stability and
response considerations. These data logic and parameter variations are passed on to the loads analysts
along with the reference trajectories (fig. 43), who then run the response and loads analyses. Then, control
response analysis can be run in a manner that develops the critical induced environment envelope parame-
ters that are used by the loads analysis team to generate loads. For example, control response analysis can
generate compatible sets of three-sigma control forces and response parameters such as angle of attack,
gimbal angles, rigid body rotation, and translations, including rates and accelerations and impact forces
such as docking. Loads can be computed directly from these data sets (figs. 44--46).
Lateral
Acc¢ eromcter
Figure 43. Pitch control block diagram.
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For example, a space shuttle critical parameter is aerodynamics, and qo_ is plotted versus qfl pro-
viding a simplified set of three-sigma design conditions (fig. 47). These squatcheloids must be generated
for each Mach number providing an aerodynamic design envelope as a function of time (fig. 45). Trim
gimbal angles (control forces) and lateral and rotational accelerations envelopes must be provided and be
compatible with the squatchloids. Both approaches have been used successfully. The choice depends on
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theproject(vehicle,satellite,etc.)andits characteristics.Many timesoneapproachcouldbeusedfor early
designphases,then later designphaseswould requireanother.Regardlessof the approachchosen,
dynamicsandcontrol analysisis akeyelementof theloadcycleandmustbeconductedfor all interacting
events,suchaslift-off, maxq, separation, rendezvous and docking, pointing, and orbital maneuvers.
q_
q_
Example
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__ Mean Wind
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I I I
Range
of qo_
e
_J/ 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2
Mach Number
Figure 47. Flight envelope by use of squatcheloid.
In addition to all three analysis tasks, control functions may be used to reduce responses and loads
to meet margins and verification requirements, and to avoid structural redesign of otherwise submarginal
design. In fact, a design can be optimized through the use of control logic such as load relief, modal sup-
pression, auto land, and ride control. This approach, in general, saves weight, but always introduces addi-
tional failure modes that must be considered as part of the loads cycle.
The structural analysis proceeds with the detailed loads and heat transfer analysis, which become
inputs for the stress analysis. The resulting stress analysis determines the inputs for the strength and
durability analysis. The verification process is based on the resulting preliminary margins. These analysis
tasks are treated in detail in later sections of this report.
8. Leadership, Management, and Integration. A critical and dynamic function in the structures
design process is the leadership, management, and integration. One of the problems experienced on NASA
programs has been a breakdown in the systems or integration activities. There has been a tendency toward
a linear sequential dump-it-over-the-fence approach that discourages interdisciplinary communication. This
results in missed interactions, creating design bottlenecks that can result in performance, cost, and sched-
ule impacts. Key to solving the systems and integration issues are leadership and management. The impor-
tance of leadership cannot be overemphasized because it sets the mission, the goals, and, therefore, the
culture of the groups and the process. Leadership has a major impact on the loads cycle success. Just as
important is the management approach used. Many different tools and approaches have been successful.
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Eachprojecthasto determinetheonesthatbestfit thatproject.Somefactorsaretheprojectscopeandsize;
numberof elements,subsystems,andcomponentsinvolved;numberof sizesof organizationalelements
(contractors,government,etc.);andprojectcomplexity(bothtechnologyandorganization).Regardlessof
theapproaches,someof theessentialelementsare(1)critical pathschedulesthatshowall the interaction
flow, (2) cost control, and (3) technicalintegrity andrecovery.SectionXI discussesthis role in more
detail.
Thespaceshuttleusedafairly complexgovernment-contractorsorganizationto ensureintegration
(fig. 48). At thetop level,a programchangeboardapprovedall changesthataffectedcost,schedule,and
performance.Also, therewasahierarchyof groupsthatformulatedtherecommendedchangesandcarried
out the integrationfunction.Theover-archinggroupwasthe systemsintegrationreview (SIR) that had
two supportingintegrationworkinggroups:(1) propulsion(PSIG)and(2) ascentflight (AFSIG).A series
of technicalpanelssupportedthesetwo groupswith technicalissuesandtrades.Thetwo workinggroups
becamea forum for reviewsandamechanismfor formulatingrecommendationsto theSIR andfinally to
the programrequirementscontrol board(PRCB).Thetwo workinggroupsalsoensuredthatconsistent
criteriawasappliedin all tasks.
/
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Figure 48. Shuttle level II management flow.
The Hubble space telescope used a series of technical panels that were integrated by the project and
chief engineer's offices. Also, during the 2 years prior to launch, ad hoc government teams of both project
and engineering were located at both contractors' plants. The SSME extensively used ad hoc teams com-
posed of government and contractors to solve technical problems and integration management through the
chief engineer's and project offices.
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B. Structural Tasks
Structural tasks include model development, development, and verification testing; heat transfer
(thermal) analysis; and loads analysis. The basic concept and philosophy of this part of the loads cycle are
shown in figure 49. The process starts with each element and its subelements providing the structural
models and all pertinent parametric data (example, solid rocket booster (SRB) thrust, thrust rise rate, pres-
sure) to the integration contractor for the system loads analysis. These models must be compatible with all
other element models and with the final element stress analysis models, including matching FEM nodes.
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Aerodynamics
Control
Performance
Trajectory
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Step # 3 & 4
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Element Dynamic
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Local Critical Area
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* Two Sabelement Analysis Shown. Number of
Analysis Required Depends on Complexity of
System
Figure 49. Structural analysis.
The system integration approach, parameter variations, statistical criteria, and verification required
are worked through the integration groups. Using these criteria, loads analysis for each design condition
(parameter combinations with natural environments) is conducted and loads outputted. These analyses are
conducted in a statistical manner such that the resulting responses (loads, etc.) are at an approximate three-
sigma probability level of occurrence when varying all system parameters and environment values within
the expected range. Included are all vehicle parameters and natural environment, such as wind speed, wind
shears, and wind gust. Individual parameter variations will not necessarily be at the three-sigma level, but
the resulting variations produce a three-sigma combined statistical response. For example, a three-sigma
response would not have individual three-sigma wind speed, shear, and gust in combination, but would be
a three-sigma response using the individual probabilities (distribution) of these wind parameters. This
response can be accomplished in the response analysis using such techniques as Monte Carlo, or on the
environment side, by creating a combined three-sigma wind environment. Loads output are bending
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moments [Mx(t), My(t), M=(t)], shears [(Sx(t), Sy(t), S=(t)], and interface forces where applicable,
Pi(x, y, z, t). Vehicle stations for these outputs are determined by the element needs and integration
requirements.
Using the appropriate sets of operational interface and external loads on each element, the structural
design parameters and margins are determined. Phase IV starts with a more detailed model (than the one
used in system loads analysis) in conjunction with the interface capability plus the interface forces for con-
ducting subelement responses. The subelement response that follows provides more detailed structural
capability by using a still higher fidelity model. In addition, this subelement analysis provides the interface
forces for a detailed linear and nonlinear analysis of any substructure requiring special considerations or
having low margins. This analysis is to be accomplished using very fine grained models in conjunction
with special codes and analysis techniques. The heat transfer and structural model developments are a big
part of these structural tasks. The same points made previously in terms of modal or simulation compati-
bility and consistency apply to these areas also; erroneous test boundary conditions produce erroneous
data. It should be clear from this general approach discussion that models, response data, input data, etc.,
must be consistent and compatible to ensure proper results. The following subsections discuss the details
of each of the steps and provide some typical examples.
It should be pointed out that computational and testing techniques have become very sophisticated
and often are blind to the user. Without supplementary guides, the structural phenomenon will not be
understood, resulting in erroneous applications or interpretations leading to serious design faults. Two
commonly used references are (1) to conduct simplified hand analyses including free body diagrams,
flows, schematics, etc., to ensure that the phenomenon is clearly understood; and (2) to conduct sensitivity
studies to the level that all key parameters interactions are noted and appropriately resolved. Computer
models, analyses, etc., are models and only as good as the assumptions used. These guides may also
serve more comprehensive studies.
l. Systems Loads Analysis. Systems external loads analysis approaches are treated extensively in
literature. 62-66 Some of the referenced key elements that constitute the basic approach to calculating sys-
tems loads are herein highlighted. The systems loads analysis of each element must use models of proper
detail and characteristics to predict systems interaction, and to account for accurate loads distribution and
all element-to-element forces. Therefore, all element-to-element interface structures and backup structures
are correctly accounted for in the system analysis to ensure that these forces are output properly. Figure 50
shows the flow of the interaction studies. Included in this figure, along with the models, are the additional
interactions between environments, performance, loads, and verification. The solid arrows show the inter-
active analysis phase. The open arrows identify the verification. Load analysis interaction is shown con-
ceptually in figure 51, using the data flow occurrence for the different phases of the margins assessment.
This chart details the loads and stress interdisciplinary analysis given in figure 50. Notice, the strong inter-
active loops depicted by the double lines. Also, the major outputs are ultimate and yield margins of safety,
fracture mechanics and nondestructive investigation (NDI), fatigue (lifetime), stability, and responses.
The approach used to generate space shuttle loads is illustrated using the example of the external
loads analysis process as an example of loads analysis for the lift-off regime. The first step (fig. 51)
utilizes test-verified dynamic models of each element (SRB, external tank (ET), SSME, orbiter, payload,
and mobile launch platform (MLP)). These models are coupled together using proper interface models in
conjunction with either substructuring or modal controlling techniques. This step produces an overall
vehicle dynamic model containing up to 300 modes with frequencies through 50 Hz. Step 2 takes this
complicated dynamic model and descriptions of all known forces and formulates a set of describing differ-
ential equations. When these equations are integrated time-wise, they will describe the dynamic character-
istics of any point on the shuttle structure. Various methods can be used to develop this set of math equa-
tions; however, the Lagrange method is usually used by selecting sets of generalized coordinates. The
procedure is to define the kinetic and potential energy functions, dissipation functions, and, through virtual
work, the generalized forces. Integration of the resulting equations, using either digital or hybrid
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computers,producestheresponsesandexternalloads(step3). Sincegeneralizedforcesarenot precisely
known (i.e., only known to a test-verifiedstatisticallevel), a discreteloadscasewill not describethe
designloads.Step4 consistsof runningmanycasesof loadsdeterminedby takingdifferent combinations
of thepossiblevariationsin generalizedforces.Differentp.artsof thestructurewill showhigherloadsfor
different parametercombinations.Therefore,to maximize loadsfor all critical structuresrequiresa
multitudeof casesrun.Figure52showsoneparametersetvariedfor developinglift-off loads.Presently,
it takes27 casesto develop theoretical load setsfor all pertinentshuttlestructures.Loads analysis
progressesthroughthisprocessby varyingthevehicleandenvironmentalparametersto obtainthese27
setsof three-sigmaloadsresponse.
Vehicle Dynamics
• First 50 bending modes with 1% damping
Failure Models
• None
Analytical Approach
• Digital simulation of vehicle flexible body response due to
applied forces and release of base constraints
Combination Method
• Sequence of events selected or max loads (WOW)
• RSS similar uncertainties as a group then add groups (+ 2s
deviations) in worst-on-worst combination
Documentation of Results
• SD73-SH-0069-1, -2, -3, and -4 structural design loads dat,"
book
Analysis Tolerance
None
SRM Propulsion
• TC227A-75 thrust vs time curve per se--019-083-2H
(SRB systems data book) for max/min grain
temperature (TC227H I proposed as update)
• Thrust level development uncertainty
• Steady-state thrust mismatch between SRM's
• Flight-to-flight thrust level uncertainty
• Thrust buildup rate development uncertainty
• Throst misaiignment
Aerodynamics
• Ground wind drag coefficients per SD72-SH-0060-2
(mated vehicle aero design data book) and Rockwell
Internal Letter (SAS/AERO/75-430
Main Propulsion
• 3 SSME's at 100% thrust (RPL) to 109% thrust (RPL)
Analysis Tolerance
90 °F (ETR)
4O °F (WTR}
± 3%
35,000 lb
± 5% single motor
+4.9% both motors
Ref: SDIL SRM76-
± 0.05 ° (both); 0.707 ° (one)
None
None
Figure 52. Parameter variations for loads analysis.
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Mass Properties
• Minimum payload of 2,500 lb (mission 3B)
• Maximum payload of 32,000 lb (mission 3A)
• Maximum payload of 65,000 lb (mission 3A)
Miscellaneous
• SRB/MLP holddown bolt preload (750,000 lb)
Flight Control and Guidance
• Rockwell control No. 7 SD73-SH-O047-1
(Integrated vehicle flight control system data book)
• All nozzles gimbal but SRB nozzle gimbal limited to 2 °
for first 5 seconds
• SRB mistrim to 0 ° until SSV clears the launch pedestal
• STB TVC misalignment
External Environment
• 95% wind speed (I hour exposure)
• Peak wind speed
• Tuned gust (worst case)
Analysis Tolerance
None
None
None
None
None
:t 0.17° (SRB)
+ 0.23 ° (SSME)
None
2s RSS each SRB in worst
condition
None
24 knots (max)
None
Figure 52. Parameter variations for loads analysis (continued).
As discussed in the section XIII.A, three-sigma loads response is a vehicle structural load having a
three-sigma probability of occurrence under all possible natural and induced environment combinations;
not worse-on-worse combinations of three-sigma levels of each parameter. A single discrete loads case is
not possible because different wind directions and other parameters maximize the load for different parts of
the vehicle structure. In order to facilitate determination of these different cases, load and stress indicators
of critical structural areas are utilized. Load indicators are algorithms that relate external loads to structural
capability. Load and stress indicators should be developed early in a program and updated as required in
order to simplify analysis and outputs. A typical indicator is shown on figure 53. These loads and stress
indicators and/or transformation can be analytically determined during the normal flow of building
dynamic and stress models or by curve fitting stress analysis results as a function of key parameters.
Load Indicator Equation L3-42
22535.3Fx1871 +8.1452UY1871 + 108.19tCZI871 - 11821FT07_< 107
Effectivity
0 Design Condition
Critical Area
Failure Mode
PLj°lxH°lxBA]PR oAI
Barrel Panel
0 = 43 ° Station 1859
Stability
At UIt. Load
Indicator
Strength Other
Factor of Safety
1.53
Indicator Error 0%. Effectivity Cood S.F. = 1.33
OE
Analysis Test Demon.
1.53 1.76
Figure 53. ET load indicator, hydrogen barrel panel.
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Usingtheseindicatorsandotherdesigncriteria,designloadscasesarerun for eachof theshuttle
operationalflight eventsaswasdiscussedfor lift-off. Theseshuttleoperationaleventsinclude:
1. Transportation
2. Assembly
3. On-pad(includingverticalassemblybuilding-to-padmove)
4. Lift-off (SSMEignitionthroughlift-off transient)
5. MaxQ
6. High g
7. Reentry(SRBandorbiter)
8. Waterimpact(SRB)
9. Towing (SRB)
10. Landing(orbiterandpayloads)
11. SRBseparation
12. ETseparation
13. Aborts
14. Pointing
15. Manmotion
16. Docking
17. Breaking
18. Planetlanding
19. Maneuvers.
Importantparametersto bevariedin orderto providethesetsof thethree-sigmaloadsare:
1. Control(gimbalangle,gimbalrates,vehicleacceleration,vehiclerates,angleof attack,etc.)
2. Propulsion(thrust,thrustrise rate,pressure,etc.)
3. Winds (speed,shear,gusts,anddirection)
4. Pyro(thermal)
5. Trajectories(loadrelief,launchazimuth,orbit,payload)
6. Inertia
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7. Mass
8. Configuration (geometric offsets, shapes, etc.)
9. Aerodynamics
10. Payload variations
11. Mission variations.
Satellites are an example of other design projects that are even more complex. Satellites must sur-
vive the environments of a launch system such as space the shuttle and other mission critical events:
1. Docking
2. Rendezvous
3. Retrieval
4. Maneuvers
5. Maintenance
6. Pointing control
7. Orbital plane changes.
Also all satellites are exposed to a different set of environments such as solar heating, solar pressure,
gravity gradients, and magnetic field.
The process, the concerns, the approaches, etc., are in the same category as those discussed under
space shuttle loads. Additional techniques and tools that are available and have been used successfully
include frequency responses, probabilistic techniques, acceleration factors, Miles relationship, data banks,
etc. Modem high-speed computers have opened the choices even more. All techniques and tools should be
considered and weighted in terms of accuracy, efficiency, etc. The final choice depends on the pro-
ject/system under development.
(a) Shock and Vibration Loads Combination. One aspect of a general loads cycle analysis that is
not usually discussed is vibration loads combinations. All parts of a structure that are elastically mounted
(including most hardware) with a mass under 500 lb have a fundamental part of their loads generated by
vibration. These substructures also influence the structure to which they are mounted. In general, the
vibration frequency spectrum of interest is from 50 to 2,000 Hz. The sources of these vibrations are aero-
acoustics, mechanical (fans, turbopumps, valves), pyro, and propulsion (main and auxiliary).
Analysis approaches are straightforward and empirical, although some advances in analytical tech-
niques have been made, such as statistical energy methods. The first analysis step is the determination of
an external forcing function, if applicable. The second step determines the vibration criteria, which is
defined in at least four ways. (1) Accelerometers are strategically placed to map the vibration charac-
teristics. With enough samples, a statistical data base is developed that serves as the basis to define the
vibration criteria. This approach has been very effectively applied to liquid propulsion engines where an
extensive ground test development and verification hot-fire program exists. Also, launch vehicles that have
flown many times have provided the same data base. (2) The second approach relies on existing data bases
of vibration criteria and their corresponding acoustical environments. By mass scaling between the data
base component and the new hardware component, and scaling the forcing function, a new vibration cri-
teria is developed 67 (fig. 54). (3) Another way is to analytically predict vibration using the predicted
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forcing function. In general, the scaling approach or the direct measurement approach is used. (4) Finally,
actual flight or development hardware can be acoustically tested to the expected acoustical spectrum.
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Figure 54. Scaled vibration spectrum with criteria.
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Vibration criteria is usedfor two basicpurposes:(1) qualification,acceptance,anddevelopment
testingof components,and(2) generationof loadsto becombinedwith thequasi-steadyloadspreviously
discussed.Thesubjectof loadcombinationsis stronglydebated.Low-frequencyloadscanbeeasily time
phasedandcombined.However,thehigh-frequencyloadscanhaveseveralcyclesduring thepeakof the
quasi-staticloads,hencethetwo peaksmustbeadded.Thepeakvibrationloadis calculatedusingMiles
relationshipwhich assumesthatthecomponentis in resonancewith thecriteria.This techniquerequires
knowing the frequencyand dampingof the componenthevibration is driving. Oncetheseparameters
havebeendetermined,thefrequencyandamplitudeof thevibrationcriteria areusedto calculatetheload.
This loadis basicallythe"q" (resonancedampinggainfactor)timesthecriteriaamplitude.Themethodfor
combiningthe variousaxesof vibration loadswith quasi-staticloadsis still underdebate,no universal
agreementhasbeenreached.Regardlessof theapproaches,determinationof thehigh-frequencyloadsand
theircombinationwith thequasi-staticloadsareafundamentalpartof the loadscycle.
(b) Verification. It is mandatory that for each parameter used a verified statistical distribution,
including the three-sigma level, be determined and input into the analysis. Any appropriate parameter
variation, sensitivity analysis, statistical combination such as Monte Carlo, root sum squaring, etc., can be
used to generate the loads data.
The structural models must be verified by dynamic and static tests preferably of full-scale hard-
ware. With proper attention, scale testing is acceptable. All testing must be preceded by a pretest analysis,
guiding the test conditions, instrumentation location, and test approaches. A posttest model update is
required, based on the correlation of model and test data, to provide a basis for assessing changes, manu-
facturing discrepancies, etc., and, particularly, to predict with confidence criteria for operational conditions
not directly verified by test.
Verification of input parameters is accomplished through tests of various types, such as wind
tunnel, propulsion system firing, etc. Pretest analyses are required for guiding test definition, instrumenta-
tion, and the like, with post-test updates providing the final data sets. The space shuttle configuration was
verified in this manner, and figure 55 is a partial listing of some of the key verification tests.
• ¼ -Scale ground vibration testing (QSGVT)
- The individual clement modal vibration test of the empty SRB's, full SRB's,
external tank (ET), and orbiter (ORB) have been completed. The first mated
test with the ET and the orbiter started June 15, ! 977 and was completed
July 31, 1977. The ORB/ET/SRB liftoff condition tests started August !, 1977
and were completed September 2t, 1977. All _-scale modal vibration testing
was completed by December 1977. Influence coefficient tests (I/C) were
completed on the empty SRB and ET. The I/C tests on the full or liftoff condition
SRB was conduct in January and February 1978.
• Mated vertical ground vibration test (MVGVT)
- MVGVT test using the existing Saturn dynamic facility systems and components
started in May 1978 and was completed November 1978.
Figure 55. Typical integrated ground tests.
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• Umbilical systems verification (LETF)
(KSC)
• Structural test article (ET)
(MSFC)
• Structural static/fatigue
(orbiter)
(Palmdale)
• Static structural test
(SRB)
(MSFC)
• FWD RCS status firings
(WSTF)
Flight-to-ground umbilicals with associated
flight vehicle skin panels and ground systems
(i.e., swing arms, tail service masts)
LO 2 tank, LH 2 tank, and inter tank
Airframe structure including all primary and
selected secondary structure, generally no
systems
SRB short-stack configuration, structurally
flight type vehicle with four center motor
segments eliminated
Shall consist of structure and components
functionally configured to represent the flight
article
Verify ground-to-flight interfaces in
performance and compatibility areas prior to
MOF
Verify the strength integrity of the primary
load carrying structure
Verify structural integrity for: limit and
ultimate loads and 160-mission life X scatter
factor of 4
Verify structural integrity for critical design
limit and ultimate loads and the normal
service life
Demonstrate the RCS performance
• MPTA
(NSTL)
• OMS/RCS static firings
(WSTF)
• ECLSS
(JSC)
• Flight readiness firing
(KSC)
Three main engines + flight-weight external
tank + flight-weight aft fuselage, interface
section and a boilerplate mid/fwd fuselage
truss structure
Consisted of flight-weight primary and
secondary structures, flight-weight qualifiable
components functionally configured to
represent the flight article
Boilerplate test article, complete ECLSS,
partial avionics, crew equipment, and airlock
First shuttle vehicle
OV-102
Flight external tank
Flight SRB's
Verify MPS performance and compatibility
with interfacing elements and subsystem
Demonstrate OMS, RCS performance
Verify ECLSS integrated ops and perform
man-rating of ECLSS for FVF (8 lb/in2),
verify airlock performance
Perform unmanned SSME firing at
completion of the first wet countdown
demonstration test, final verification of
flight and ground systems prior to FMOF,
performed one time only
Figure 55. Typical integrated ground tests (continued).
All significant design changes are verified and loads analyses reconducted. The final verification of
any system is accomplished through development flights or during operations. Critical design areas are
highly instrumented, for loads and environment correlations to load predictions and design loads. Six of
the first seven shuttle flights carried verification instrumentation.
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The final verificationof anET strut loadwasobtainedby correlatingactualflight predictedtime
responsesto the measuredflight data.Figure 56 is the comparisonof strut loadfor STS-5of predicted
versusmeasuredloadsfor the lift-off event.Predicteddesignloadsarehigherthanflight measuredloads
butcontainthesametrendsandfrequencycontentindicatinggoodanalyticalapproaches.A similar com-
parisonwascompletedfor themaxq flighteventwithexcellentagreement.
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Figure 56. ET strut load predicted to flight lift-off.
(3) External Loads Output. The three-sigma load sets are obtained by the techniques just described.
The loads are output in format at locations required by the elements for margin assessment. In general,
these loads are output as a time-consistent set of shear, moments, and interface loads at each prescribed
station.
Figure 57 is a typical example of this type of loads output for shuttle during SSME buildup
through the lift-off transient. Depicted in the figure center is the shuttle vehicle. On the left is one example
of the many input forces used concurrently; other typical forces are listed. On the right are the resulting
time responses of the SRB at the ET attach ring station. Included are the three strut forces (interface
forces), the three shear forces, and the three moments. Loads outputs of this form should be defined for
any vehicle station.
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Space Shuttle Pre-Liftoff and Liftoff Transient
Loads Analysis
• FULL- SCALE TECHNIQUES
• REQUIRES SOLUTION OF THE COUPLED
SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD SYSTEM (COUPLED
LOADS ANALYSIS)
FORCE TIME
,+
!:
Figure 57. Shuttle lift-off transient loads.
The large capacity of modem computers allows optimization of computer outputs providing several
options. Classically, the time-consistent dynamic loads are treated as quasi-static loads that are added to the
static loads generated in an independent stress analysis. If the dynamic model is compatible with the stress
model (compatible node points, etc.), these two steps can be treated simultaneously. Using stress or loads
transformations, the output of the loads analysis can drive the transformations, producing time-consistent
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stresses. This approach saves modeling time, requires less loads cases to produce the three-sigma condi-
tions, and opens the door to a consistent Monte Carlo stress analysis. The Monte Carlo approach produces
a more realistic representation of all design parameters than the other approaches used, such as A-factor.
As programs mature, load indicator definitions can be used in the same manner.
The peak values (time consistent sets) for all stations should be combined to provide running load
distributions for static analysis. There must be as many sets of time-consistent shear and moment load dis-
tributions as there are load sets and flight event analyses. Time consistency must be maintained as a
general rule. Output of loads as described in this subsection becomes the input for the element dynamics
and structural assessment analysis (internal loads). The final structural margins are a direct result of the
characteristics and accuracy of these loads, procedures, approaches, tools, etc. Structural margins must be
established and controlled early in a design program to ensure detail characterization.
2. Heat Transfer. Heat transfer, as well as all the thermal analysis outputs, is important to at least
three design areas: (1) structural deflections and stress, (2) thermal protection design and verification, and
(3) thermal control including life support systems. Structural design and margins are mainly concerned
with areas (1) and (2). Also, the heat transfer models must be compatible with the stress models. Heat
transfer and the resulting deflection are generally performed using codes such as SINDA, PATRAN, and
NASTRAN. Additional codes exist for special cases such as ablative nozzle analysis. The thermal analy-
sis, heat transfer, and the thermal protection system (TPS) are all very important in structural design and
margins. All the points previously made concerning models, assumptions etc., are applicable.
The thermal analysis (heat transfer) serves several functions. First and foremost, it is a design
function that provides the thermal control system or TPS required to maintain structural integrity. Exces-
sive heat lowers the materials properties and, if high enough, erode the material. Second, thermal gradients
build in residual stress and use up part of the structural stress margins. Third, thermal gradients heating up
and cooling down structures produce unwanted deflections. These deflections can be very detrimental to
pointing control systems as well as minimizing design hardware clearances. For example, the cryogenic
propellant affects the ET and the shuttle system significantly and was a major design consideration. Before
loading the propellant, the tank is at ambient temperature. When fully loaded, the tank shrinks, which
introduces radial loads between the two SRB's (held down to the pad with large bolts that are pyro-
severed at SRB ignition) and the tank through the struts. The tank also shrinks longitudinally. To handle
the tank shrinkage effects, the struts between the tank and SRB's at ambient temperature are designed to be
7* of 90* so that at full propellant load they are perpendicular to the SRB/ET. Also, the struts are pre-
tensioned resulting in minimizing the cryo shrinkage loads.
Figure 58 illustrates the basic thermal control and thermal analysis task flow. As was the case with
design loads, thermal models must be developed and verified and the design concept selected. Thermal
analysis, thermal design, and thermal environments definition require testing, simulations, and materials
characterization. For example, except for the active control concepts, the basic TPS design analyses are
similar; requiring special definitions of the environments and loads that maximize these inputs for thermal
protection design and for generation of thermally induced design stresses. Two types of testing are
required: developmental and verification. The developmental testing defines parametric data as ablation
rates and thermal responses, and bench marks the thermal model. The verification testing involves com-
bined environments testing, including thermal vacuum, as well as subsystem and witness panel testing.
The output defines the operational procedures, constraints and margins.
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Figure 58. Thermal control task flow.
3. Developmental Testing. Developmental testing covers all aspects of the structural tasks from
environmental determination to structural dynamics, statics, vibration, thermal/TPS, environments, acous-
tics, propulsion, and control. Full scale as well as scale model testing is appropriate. In all cases, the test
hardware must accurately depict all features important to the test goal. Test boundary conditions, instru-
mentation, excitation, data collection, and data banking are fundamental concerns. In addition, develop-
ment testing parameter sensitivities must be explored as well as potential nonlinear phenomena.
4. Element Structural Analysis. The next phase for determining structural margins is accom-
plished using the time consistent and running loads generated by the system as discussed previously. The
first step in this phase is the generation of compatible and detailed dynamic and stress models, the models
derived for the system analysis are not applicable. Areas requiring more detailed modeling are localized
regions of known stress discontinuities, potential nonlinearities, etc. The same consideration applies to
stress and loads transformations. Several choices have to be made in determining the details of these
models, including element mesh and sizes, element type, symmetry, nodes, degrees-of-freedom, local
geometries, welds, and connectors. Based on these and other considerations, models are developed and
verified using standard check criteria, available test data, or by special test.
The next step uses the system analysis outputs, forces and moment interface time histories, or the
running loads as forcing functions and applies them to the model to determine basic detailed element
response. Describing equations, etc., are derived as discussed under systems loads and solved in a compa-
rable manner. Output of these analyses are either dynamic responses or stresses. This level of analysis
accomplishes several important tasks as well as providing the forcing functions or interface forces for a
more detailed substructure analysis. These tasks are definition of critical areas, structural margins for the
general structural areas, forcing functions for substructure analysis, correlation with test, and identification
of flight event design cases.
Ultimate margins of safety are determined by multiplying the ultimate safety factor and the limit
stress, dividing this product into the material ultimate strength, and then subtracting "1" from the resulting
quotient. Yield margins are defined similarly. Yield margins ensure operational reliability. Ultimate mar-
gins ensure integrity under rare conditions for which there is no statistical basis. All margins of safety
must be nonnegative.
A case may illustrate this level of detailed analysis. During SSMC buildup at lift-off, the thrust
induces a design bending moment on the SRB, which is resisted by the four holddown bolts at the base of
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eachSRBaft skirt. Figure59 showstheresultingstresseson the SRB at three vehicle locations. Notice,
the stresses peak near the holdout bolts, diminish rapidly up the SRB, and disappear near the SRB/ET
attach ring. These nonuniform stresses are recognized as stress discontinuities, originating from abrupt
changes in structural geometry, boundary load, thermal, or metallurgical properties.
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Figure 59. SRM stress distributions.
5. Verification. Many aspects of verification are addressed, and summarized below. First and
foremost, verification is accomplished both by analysis and test. It is impossible to verify every aspect of a
design by test. Many times, an analytical model can only be verified by test for a specific design condition.
Then this benchmarked model is used to verify the total set of design conditions. Second, verification is
always tested against assumption, specified requirements, and criteria, and, if not satisfied, requires a pro-
gram waiver. In general, not only must the structural limits be verified, but also most environments,
models, etc. The process is, therefore, complicated and requires documentation to demonstrate compliance
and program tracking. Third, some verification can only be accomplished during operational environ-
ments. For example, the first six space shuttle flights had special instrumentation and data systems to
verify many aspects of the system from loads to environments. This requires verification procedures from
each discipline, system, subsystem, element, and component to thoroughly develop flight test require-
ments for instrumentation and data outputs. Without instrumentation, it is unlikely that the shuttle would
have discovered the orbiter wing problem or overpressure at lift-off. Posttest analyses, including
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environmentalandstructuralmodelanalyses,andmodelupdatemustbe accomplishedto ensurethat
reliable tools are available for design changes,deviation assessment,and operational constraint
determination.
C. Subelement and Local Analysis
Subelement and local analysis is very critical at the level where all fracture mechanics, nondestruc-
tive evaluation (NDE), nonlinear stress analysis, fastener analysis, stability, and critical margins are
determined. This more indepth evaluation requires more detailed models of critical subelement and
possible nonlinear analysis techniques. In this design phase, the modeling assumptions, code choices,
analysis levels, linear versus nonlinearities, etc., can produce completely erroneous or very accurate pre-
dictions. Again, design starts with the choice of model mesh, elements, and codes. This choice is based on
the explorative or hand analyses, etc., discussed early in the design phase. Also, the use of load indica-
tors, stress and loads transformations can be used to expedite many of these analyses. Since the analysis is
with a more localized regime, it is critical that the finite element modeling is understood in all respects with
used programs, codes, etc., must not be used in a black box manner, and reference 84 is a typical
example. A brief overview of finite elements follows to provide a basis for modeling concems.
The finite element approach is based on the idea that a very complex problem may be broken into
many subsets (finite elements) of single problems with simple assumptions yielding approximate solu-
tions. With proper care in element choices, the solution will converge close to the real solution. As the
number of elements increase so does the solution convergence.
The FEM is developed by writing an assumed displacement-based function that gives the element
displacement as a function of a shape function and node displacements. Relationships between displace-
ment and strain, strain and stress, and stress and joint forces are written, then combined to give the overall
element equation.
The choice of elements is determined by the need to properly represent shapes, stress, etc. Key
factors are the characteristics of the areas being modeled and whether elastic or plastic (nonlinear) analysis
is required. For very complex analysis, many node solid elements are required. The concern should not
only be to get design details but to ensure that basic element length, width, and depth ratios do not violate
sound FEM principles; e.g., long, thin, deep elements usually give problems. For very large and complex
structures (such as a shuttle element), demand or available finite element solving equipment is exceeded,
and the total structure is subdivided according to specific considerations. These subdivisions or com-
ponents are called substructures or subassements.
Using these basic principles and concepts to varying degrees throughout a subelement, the sub-
element model is constructed and validated. The interface forces that evolved from the system analysis
through the element analysis are now used as forcing functions or force distributions on the model. This
technique uses a combined static and dynamic analysis using a detailed FEM with greater details in the
special regions. The subelement model size must be large enough to distribute out the loads and balance
the equation set. Material properties, etc., must match these same details or errors result. References 68
and 74 contain many examples of this type analysis for various space projects and other shuttle elements.
The final analysis step uses the same approach as this subelement step using the results from the
subelement analysis as forcing functions for a critical area within the subelement. Greater care is required
for the very detailed model of this critical area, since both elastic and plastic (nonlinear) analytical tech-
niques must be used. Element choices are significant. Solid elements with good shape functions and addi-
tional nodes are required. Material characteristics and variations in critical regions are accomplished. Using
this model (critical areas), the dynamic and stress analysis directly provides the margins of safety: addi-
tional analyses are required using detailed data from this critical analysis step as inputs: (1) fracture
mechanics analysis including lifetime, critical flaw size, and NDE requirements; (2) fatigue (lifetime speci-
fications); (3) stability; (4) nonlinear plastic analysis; (5) nonlinear jointed structural analysis.
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Theseanalysesrequire judicious choice of analysis codes, materials data, and test derived
parametric data. Bolted joints are a problem, since individual bolt loading and local yielding are not deter-
ministic. Elastic analysis could easily show major problems when no problem exists. In other words, bad
assumptions produce totally erroneous analysis. The starting point for fracture analysis is accurate stress at
the potential failure locations. Many examples and additional guidelines could be given, but are beyond the
scope of this paper. The same is true for fatigue. These analysis approaches are discussed in detail in
NASA safety factors design documents. 66--73
D. Operations
The final loads cycle is not totally complete until the design (vehicle, spacecraft, or space system)
capabilities and characteristics are manifested into operational procedures and constraints. This formulation
of procedures and criteria ensures that the system operates correctly and within the bounds of its capability
of preventing failures. Many examples can be given; however, the space shuttle is chosen because of its
current operational mode.
The space shuttle is a highly tuned system that blends basic design options with operational proce-
dures and strength to ensure structural viability. This process, design and operation, is managed by
Johnson Space Center with heavy involvement with MSFC and Kennedy Space Center. The shuttle design
calls for monthly mean wind trajectory biasing coupled with pitch, yaw, roll, and elevon load relief. Even
with these load reduction schemes, the design final ended with marginal structure (particularly the orbiter
wing). The marginal design resulted due to the inability to predict prior to flight the aerodynamic distribu-
tion on the vehicle. 76 To protect the vehicle structure and ensure adequate performance, the launch systems
evaluation advisory team (LSEAT) was formed to develop, implement, and be the focus for systems
evaluation during each space shuttle launch.
The procedure starts the shaping of basic trajectory for each launch, using the vehicle structural
capability as constraints at key orbiter elements. The critical shuttle element constraints are given in terms
of load indicators (fig. 53). Figure 60 illustrates this approach for the monthly mean wind for the month of
the scheduled launch. Using this monthly mean wind bias trajectory, the three-sigma dispersions are
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Figure 60. LSEAT overview.
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generatedfor eachloadindicator (critical structure)for useby LSEAT duringoperations•Thesedisper-
sionsareusedto protectagainstparameteruncertainties,andto definetheoperationsprocedure.It consists
of sendingup wind soundingballoonsatvariousintervalsprior to launch,thencalculatingtheshuttleper-
formanceandloadresponseto thesewinds•Thenominalvaluesgeneratedcombinethree-sigmadispersed
valuesaddedaswell asa wind persistencevalueto accountfor wind changeeffectatlaunchtime. If all
loadsare under their limit values,then thedecisionis go for launch.If not, there is an option called
DOLILU, to bias thetrajectoryfurtherusingthewind profile measurements•If the indicatorsarewithin
limits, the launchcall is still go; if not,theprocessis continueduntil thenext2-h wind profile measure-
ment.If thelimits arestill unsatisfactory,the launchrecommendationto themanagementteamis nogo.
Figure 61 is a typical pitch planewind profile plotted with themonthly meanand95- and99-
percentenvelopevalues.Figure62 is theresponseof awind indicatorwith themonthlymean,thenominal
responseto thelatestwind profile, andthe99-percentdispersionvalue.The limit is plottedasastraight
line. Manyotherparametersaretrackedfor eachwind profile starting50h prior to launchandcontinuing
until launchminus4.25h.
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Figure 62. Response of wind indicator.
This example is a short synopsis of the launch operational procedure. The procedure continues to
evolve as more is learned; therefore, the process as stated may not be current, but illustrates how structural
reliability can be ensured with operations. Projects must utilize all the best tools, techniques, and experi-
ence available from concept selection, through design, and during operation to ensure successful missions.
XIV. CONCLUSIONS
"In business, as most of it is constituted today, a man becomes valuable only as he
recognizes the relation of his work to that of all his associates. One worker more or less
makes little difference to most big organizations, and any man may be replaced. It is the
cumulative effort that counts." W. Alton Jones.
"The whole art of teaching is only the art of awakening the natural curiosity of
young minds for the purpose of satisfying it afterwards." Anatole France.
It was briefly illustrated through case and reference how the design process translates systems
engineering product requirements into a component, into a blueprint, assembly, and operational procedure.
The process, tools, and verification methods were noted to be product-specific, precluding a
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commonprocessfor all products.However,manyphilosophicalprinciples maybe derived from the
history of designand its problem solutions that shouldbe consideredin the process.Someof the
principlesareapplicableto all designprocesses,andsomeaddressspecificfunctionsanddisciplinesand
all significantonesarehereconciselysummarizedandrecommended.
A. Summary
• The concept selection and design process is key to a quality product
Progressive, convergent, increasing in depth concept selection
Sensitivity and trades to identify key parameters
System focus
Interdisciplinary analysis/design.
• Requirements are the mantel that determines the product's characteristics good and bad
Must be challenging with minimum constraints
Minimum change
Minimum required to maintain order
Leave room for creative design (do not dictate design).
• All design is a trade/compromise between conflicting requirements
Trades/sensitivities
Customer needs.
• The prime resource in design is the people, all else are tools to assist them
Trust
Empowerment
Train constantly.
• Models must be constantly challenged (assumptions) and bench marked with test data; must
always pass the physics of the problem test
Simple hand checks
Benchmark
Challenge and check assumptions
Do not extrapolate too far
Check numerics.
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• Models/analysis/simulations are virtual reality; reality is in the hardware/system testing; read the
hardware--it contains the answer.
• Lessons from the past contain proven solutions if used appropriately; used indiscriminately as
points of departure for extrapolation can lead to major problems.
• It is prudent to design for fatigue and fracture control especially for reusable systems
Two different design points
Materials characterization at right temperatures necessary
NDE must be quantified
Eliminate dynamic tuning as a fatigue mitigation technique
Proof testing has merit.
• All design must have system focus, discipline-focused skills must be sharpened and honed but
never used in isolation
Technical communications
Teaming
ICD's.
• Design has become a design of specializations; must move back to a design of systems based
on the physics of the problem--simplicity is the answer.
• Cost, operations, manufacturability, and supportability must be a fundamental part of the
design equations; must develop metrics to support.
• There are no small changes; effects of changes usually have large magnification factors.
B. Recommendations
Peo.__ie
Develop, build, and maintain a learning organization
Must work as a team with representatives from all critical design, development, and operation
disciplines
All great people make company with good people, not necessarily agreeable people but good
people
People determine the design, the hardware.
General
Build a library of lessons learned by categories
Tailor all requirements
Provide feasibility of requirements, design, and verification
Constraints imposed early create a suboptimized system increasing cost, etc., in operations
Start all complex analysis with basic hand estimation
Design hardware for inspectability and manufacturability
Eliminate welds or design peak stress in parent material not welds
Design and manufacture in quality; inspect for insurance
Match methodology to the problem
Procedure/criteria/philosophy are the backbone of design
Institute early data basing
Very accurate definition of the system is required if it must operate near a limit
Phases A and B of a program must uncover critical technologies and develop approaches and
capabilities for their solutions
Requirements, constraints, etc., leveled early, determine the basic hardware; changes made later
are only tuning of the original, it is nearly impossible to start over with a clean sheet of
paper.
Robust
Design for robustness/simplicity
Extreme environment variations (cycles) must be considered in long-life machine design
Sensitivities must be identified, quantified, and optimized
When possible, design in the linear range, achieve robustness, employ nonlinearities as the last
resort
Margins must be specified and validated
Design against deterministic criteria; invoke probabilities to determine sensitivities and reliability
Design against total cost with system optimization
Design for flexibility--what is not designed into products must be made safe by operational con-
straints, maintenance, etc.
Design for insensitivity to environments (natural, induced, corrosion, etc.) or control their varia-
tion and accurately define
Know what is critical to the system; model, analyze, and test that area accurately.
Dynamic
Dynamic systems with large energy sources are very susceptible to problems
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Dynamictuningshouldbeavoided
Neverneglectthepotentialcouplingbetweenstructures,acoustics,flow, control,etc.
Eliminatestaticanddynamicthree-dimensionalcouplingwherepossible
Multibody dynamicsystemswith low dampingaresusceptibleto problems.
Test
Eliminationof subsystem(element)testingandanalysisleadstotrouble
Modelsareonly asgoodastheassumptionsmadeandtheexperimentaldatainput
All testingmustbeprecededby pretestanalysisgivingproceduresandinstrumentation,followed
by modelcorrelationandupdating
Limitationsof analysisandtestmustbewell understoodandconsideredin performanceaudit
Adequateinstrumentationisrequiredonall testsandflights for all critical areas;instrumentation
shouldbeapartof thedesign
Readthehardware,it hastheanswers.
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